
Having delivered a speech reconciling his status as a war-time leader with his Nobel Peace Prize,
Barack Obama planned to leave Norway Friday, skipping some usual ceremonies. See article, page 3.

A Nobel laureate and his prize
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The British special tax on
banker bonuses unveiled this
week received crucial backing
from France, but other impor-
tant countries have so far de-
clined to follow the U.K.’s bid
to curtail banker compensa-
tion.

Reaction to the U.K.’s
move underscored how diffi-
cult it is to coordinate reform
efforts globally. While France
said it would likely enact
something similar, Germany
expressed support for the con-
cept but had no immediate
plans to do anything similar.
On the other side of the Atlan-
tic, the U.S. showed no signs
of following suit.

Germany’s chancellor, An-
gela Merkel, called the special
tax “charming”—but more for
London than Frankfurt. “The
step might assist learning in
the City of London.”

France, which was among
the first countries to call for

international rules aimed at
capping bonuses, said Thurs-
day that the U.K. move made
it easier to consider a French
tax. But French officials had
made clear they wouldn’t act
single-handedly for fear of
prompting a trader exodus.

“With Europe’s largest fi-
nancial center planning a bo-
nus tax, we can shift from com-
petition to cooperation on
this matter,” said a spokes-
man for French President
Nicolas Sarkozy.

Compensation has
emerged as a key issue in the
debate about financial-sector
reform. The Financial Stabil-
ity Board, created by the
Group of 20 nations in order
to coordinate regulatory re-
form, has issued pay guide-
lines and says it will work ag-
gressively to see that they are
followed starting in 2010.

These rules, however, fo-
cus primarily on responsibly
rewarding risk and paying
careful attention to how com-
pensation affects capital lev-
els. There is scant attention
paid to the size or timing of bo-
nus payments, which is what
the U.K. special tax is aimed

at.
In the U.S., there is little in-

dication that politicians will
follow the U.K.’s lead. Con-
gress briefly considered im-
posing a special tax on bo-
nuses earlier this year amid a
pay flap at government-con-
trolled insurer American In-
ternational Group Inc. But
Congress dropped the idea af-
ter the furor about pay qui-
eted down.

Paul Miller, managing di-
rector of midsize investment
bank FBR Capital Markets in
Washington, D.C., said there
seems to be a lack of political
will to push ahead with a bo-
nus tax in the U.S., possibly be-
cause it could be more diffi-
cult to enforce in a place like
the U.S. compared with the
smaller financial-services sec-
tor of the U.K.

“You’ll see politicians talk
about it, but they won’t actu-
ally do it,” he said.

The White House has
talked about getting Wall
Street to pay for cleaning up
after the financial crisis,
though without providing spe-
cifics. A bill moving through
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Oracle attacks EU
on flaws in Sun bidBy Joe Bel Bruno

NEW YORK—Goldman
Sachs Group Inc. on Thursday
said its top 30 executives
won’t receive a cash bonus for
2009 as the Wall Street bank
responds to public pressure
about runaway compensation
packages.

The move approved by
Goldman’s board is an at-
tempt to quell public criticism
about multimillion-dollar bo-
nus packages expected to be
doled out this year. The firm’s
31,000 employees are on track
to earn an average of more
than $700,000 apiece this
year, the most in its history.

Investors will also get a
say on pay: Goldman granted
shareholders an advisory
vote on the company’s com-
pensation policies. The firm
has been in private discus-

sions with major investors
during the past several weeks
in an effort to ward off back-
lash over its high-flying com-
pensation pool.

One complaint is that
bankers shouldn’t reap
record compensation pack-
ages just a year after a finan-
cial crisis that required a mas-
sive government rescue of
Wall Street. Goldman has set
aside about $17 billion so far
this year for pay and bo-
nuses.

Lloyd Blankfein, Gold-
man’s chairman and chief ex-
ecutive, has given a number of
speeches this year to assuage
critics about high compensa-
tion packages. He said the
changes made for its 30-per-
son management committee
will align payouts with long-
term performance and the in-
terests of the firm.

“We believe our compensa-
tion policies are the strongest
in our industry and ensure
that compensation accurately
reflects the firm’s perform-
ance and incentivize behavior
that is in the public’s and our
shareholders’ best interests,”
said Mr. Blankfein, who didn’t
take a bonus last year.

The new compensation
plan won’t affect a majority of
Goldman’s staff, allowing top-
earning bankers to again reap
massive cash-and-stock
plans.

Goldman’s board voted to
make all discretionary com-
pensation for the manage-
ment committee, which com-
prises all global divisional
and regional leadership, in
the form of “shares at risk”
that must be held for five
years, a longer term than is
normal on Wall Street.

Goldman bows to pay pressure
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By Charles Forelle

BRUSSELS—Oracle Corp.
is digging in against the Euro-
pean Union’s objections to its
bid for Sun Microsystems Inc.

In a closed-door hearing
that began Thursday and is to
continue Friday, and in legal
papers that haven’t been
made public, the U.S.-based
database giant is mounting a
broad attack on the EU’s prop-
osition that Sun’s MySQL is an
important competitive force
in the database industry that
market-leader Oracle
shouldn’t be allowed to own.

Oracle contends that the
EU’s executive arm, the Euro-
pean Commission, misrepre-
sented the opinions of data-
base users and gave a “dis-

torted view” of the market by
“selectively” quoting from sur-
veys as it put together its case.

U.S. authorities have
cleared the $7.4 billion bid,
but the EU’s concerns have de-
layed it.

Complaints that the EU is
selective in its use of evidence
are common fare from compa-
nies that find themselves in
the regulator’s cross hairs. Re-
cently, Intel Corp. claimed the
EU ignored exculpatory mate-
rial in its antitrust finding and
Œ1.06 billion ($1.56 billion)
fine against the chip maker.

In a legal filing reviewed by
The Wall Street Journal, Ora-
cle cites two customers whose
survey responses were used
by the EU as evidence against
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An alternative exit strategy
Next year is going to be all

about central-bank exit strate-
gies. But how are policy mak-
ers going to wind down the
exceptional support they pro-
vided to the financial system?
Investors overwhelmingly ex-
pect them to first withdraw li-
quidity measures such as
quantitative easing and emer-
gency funding facilities, and
only later raise interest rates.
The European Central Bank
has indicated this will be its
approach.

But that isn’t the only way
to tighten monetary policy. An
alternative: to start normaliz-
ing rates while continuing to
make abundant liquidity avail-
able if necessary.

This approach could have
advantages for financial sta-
bility. The recent European
government-bond market vol-
atility may be just a foretaste
of the turmoil in store if cen-
tral banks remove liquidity
and quantitative-easing pro-
grams too abruptly. No one
knows for sure what yields

the market would demand for
U.S., U.K. and euro-zone bonds
without central-bank support.
Given the vast amount of bank
funding that needs to be
rolled over in the next two
years, there is a risk that a
misjudged exit by the ECB, the
U.S. Federal Reserve or the
Bank of England would trigger
new instability among finan-
cial institutions.

Raising rates while leaving
in place a range of liquidity
options—looser collateral re-
quirements, long-term bor-
rowing facilities and central-
bank purchases of government
bonds—would at least avoid
the risk of this kind of insta-
bility while also making users
pay more for the privilege. In
addition, it would address
concerns that the current
combination of exceptionally
loose liquidity and near-zero
interest rates could fuel asset-
price bubbles. A byproduct of
higher interest rates would be
to encourage households and
corporations to leave cash on

deposit, helping to ease bank-
funding concerns.

The problem, of course, is
that unemployment is still
high. Jacking up interest rates
could hurt the real economy,
hitting particularly mortgage
holders and corporate borrow-
ers on variable rates. But a
disorderly exit from liquidity
programs would also lead to
higher and more unpredict-

able market rates, increasing
the chances of a double-dip
recession.

Central banks should make
clear that their choice of exit
strategy will depend both on
the trajectory of the economic
recovery and on governments’
behavior. The bigger the fiscal
deficit, the more likely central
banks will need to continue to
provide liquidity support to
maintain financial stability.
But that shouldn’t preclude
tighter monetary policy, if the
recovery requires it. The
threat of higher interest rates
may actually help central
banks enforce fiscal responsi-
bility and assert their inde-
pendence.

The first rule of central
banking in a crisis, as set out
by Walter Bagehot in the 19th
century, is to lend freely at a
punitive rate. That lesson has
been almost entirely lost in
the last two years. Perhaps it
is time for central banks to re-
vive it.

—Simon Nixon

RBS has a big wish for Asia

Gold is now trading
on luster and bluster

Christmas will have come
early for Royal Bank of Scot-
land Group if it can finally se-
cure a deal to sell its remain-
ing retail and commercial
banking operations in Asia.

HSBC Holdings is close to
sealing a transaction with the
troubled British bank for its
businesses in China, India and
Malaysia, assets RBS has been
looking to sell since February.

Interested parties such as

Standard Chartered and Aus-
tralia & New Zealand Banking
Group have fallen by the way-
side, put off either by price,
the steep regulatory hurdles
involved or questions over the
underlying quality of RBS’s
books in these countries.

Nor has it ever really been
an option for RBS to sweeten
the deal by offering to sell its
other operations in Asia at the
same time: It intends to hold

onto its investment-banking
and wealth-management busi-
nesses in the region. And
selling off an Asian business
in a sector as globally con-
nected as investment banking
would be counterproductive.

This combination of fac-
tors means HSBC is pretty
much the only bank left with a
significant presence in the
countries where RBS is sell-
ing, and the wherewithal to do

such a deal.
For HSBC, the acquisition

looks to be all about expand-
ing its footprint incrementally.
In China, for example, it could
add RBS’s 10 retail branches
to its 87 outlets, taking it
closer to a goal of 120 in
China by the end of 2010.

RBS will be hoping regula-
tors are getting into the spirit
of the season.

—Andrew Peaple

Imagine that all mining of
gold ceased tomorrow. The
gold price would spike ini-
tially. Miscreants might ran-
sack neighborhood church al-
tars. Suitors of “single ladies”
heeding singer Beyoncé’s ex-
hortation to “put a ring on it”
would bankrupt themselves.

Then what? Apart from
bars going up on stained-glass
windows and a sudden out-
break of bachelorhood, civili-
zation would survive. You
can’t eat, drink or burn gold.

Yet the argument that the
world’s output of gold has
peaked is being deployed to
justify another leg up in
prices from Thursday’s $1,125
an ounce. Barrick Gold’s chief
executive reckons “peak gold”
may be upon us; although it’s
worth remembering his com-
pany has just unwound its
hedges, leaving profits more
levered to rising prices.

Unlike oil or food, however,
gold isn’t consumed. Some
86% of the world’s stock of
5.24 billion ounces rests in
vaults or on people’s bodies,
according to the World Gold
Council, so genuine shortages
look unlikely.

Declining production,
therefore, might offer some
support to prices, but not nec-
essarily at today’s level. When
mine output stagnated be-
tween 1992 and 1996, the spot
gold price rose by all of 4% to
$368 an ounce.

Above all, phrases like
peak gold should trip alarms.
Investors buying into similar
arguments for oil in 2008 sus-
tained big losses.

Another bull argument, re-
calling the days of the gold

standard, observes that the
money supply has expanded
far faster than gold reserves.
Yet the argument hasn’t held
over time. Gold was range-
bound after the early 1980s
bubble until the middle of this
decade, even as U.S. money
supply expanded, and has dis-
played little correlation with
movements in broad money-
supply measures. Lately, it has
even disconnected from mea-
sures of observed and antici-
pated inflation.

The gold price’s counterin-
tuitive weakness amid recent
events like the unexpected
drop in the U.S.’s unemploy-
ment rate and sovereign-
credit worries is more telling.
Meanwhile, its correlation
with the S&P 500 leapt from
about zero in May to more
than 40%. For all the talk of
fundamentals and being a safe
haven, gold is behaving more
like the risk assets against
which it is supposed to offer
diversification.

—Liam Denning

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream
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Greek troubles could boost euro zone

Like the wind that drives
Odysseus toward the Underworld,
the Dubai debacle has raised the
specter of a Greek government
default.

Is the moment of truth—when
the euro’s flimsy fiscal
architecture is finally exposed, or
addressed, after so many false
alarms—approaching? And not
just for Greece: What of the single
currency’s other overborrowed
existing members? What of, even
more, those countries outside the
zone, but that are committed to
eventual membership, such as
Hungary? And what of the
principal European Union nation
with an open-ended opt-out from
participation, the U.K., with a
current fiscal deficit greater even
than that of Greece? Finally, what
of the impact beyond Europe, on
the dollar, on Asian currencies,
perhaps even on the very
principle of fiat money itself?

Fortunately, given so much is
at stake, the prospects that the
Greeks’ current difficulties will
lead to a strengthening of the
euro system are good. It is easy to
see the sources of domestic
opposition to Athens making the
necessary draconian cuts in public
expenditure. But equally, it is
possible to discern a growing
political and, more to the point,
popular, recognition that painful
measures have become
imperative. The European Central
Bank, the European Commission
and the ad hoc council of the euro
zone, above all the French and
German finance ministers acting
together, are unanimous in taking
an admirably aggressive line. Talk
of ring-fencing Greece and forcing
it onto the tender mercies of the
International Monetary Fund is
now commonplace in Frankfurt,
Brussels, Paris and Berlin.

What would ensure, this time,
the desired effect, not just with
regard to the Greeks, but also
more widely, is a renewed effort
to give the euro zone a fully

integrated identity in
international capital markets. The
biggest brake on the European
single currency’s reserve status is
that member states continue to
borrow in their own names,
thereby denying euro-
denominated sovereign debt the
maximum possible trading depth.
Creating a common issuing
authority—the control of which

would be on principles analogous
to those of the ECB, and the
obligations of which could be
shared between member states
according to a fixed formula, such
as their portion of the total
outstanding euro-zone debt for
the conversion of historic
liabilities, and, perhaps, their
portion of euro-zone GDP at the
date of maturity, for new paper—
would address this problem and
transform the fiscal rigor of the

entire system.
Such a notion has obviously

been resisted, by countries such
as France and Germany, as it
certainly would increase their
financing costs and could
compromise the no bailout rules
of the Maastricht Treaty.

The premium of diluting their
creditworthiness with Greece and
others, has plainly exceeded any
discount from enhanced market
liquidity, while there has been no
political will for what would
amount to Franco-German
direction of Greek and other
national fiscal policies. However,
with interest rates now very low,
this differential has never been
more modest, and the political
barriers to supranational direction
of government borrowing, which
would go far beyond mere peer
pressure, are falling away fast. Of
course, France and Germany
might not always agree as to how
to use the greatly enhanced
powers over the European
economy such a system would
grant them, but institutionalizing
their debate, in Europe’s time-
honored tradition of integration,
would be plainly preferable to the
status quo.

It would also make it much
easier for them to resolve the
problems posed by eastern
European countries like Hungary.
Given the exposure of western
euro-zone, and especially German,
banks to Hungarian debt, it is a
fine judgment whether setting
now a definitive timetable for
replacing the forint with the
euro—even if this meant some
loosening of the Maastricht
criteria—wouldn’t be a sounder
strategy than bailing out these
institutions directly and hiding
behind the IMF. The idea that this
would set a poor precedent may
be irrelevant, given that further
enlargement of the EU, apart from
the Balkans, seems off the agenda
for the foreseeable future. But the
crucial point is that a reinforced
framework of euro-zone fiscal
discipline, through a single
government-funding mechanism,
would clearly offset any fears that
such a solution was a soft option.

This could mean that British
entry into the euro zone would be
easier nominally, as regard to the
initial fiscal criteria, if not
politically, as regard to the
commitment to continuing
supranational supervision. It
should mean that, five years from
now, Britain could be the only EU
nation not in the euro zone.

Would such a situation be
sustainable within the spirit, as
opposed to the letter, of the
Single Market? I doubt it.

Moreover, if the real sovereign
debt and currency crisis in
waiting is not Greece and the
euro, or Hungary and the forint,
or even Britain and sterling, but
the U.S. and the dollar, then a
greater reserve role for the
European single currency, which
the co-ordination of European
public-sector borrowing would
undoubtedly ensure, must greatly
ease the necessary moves from a
unipolar to a multipolar world
monetary system. Odysseus makes
it to Ithaca in the end.

—John Stevens is a former
investment banker and politician

who writes extensively on
European affairs, principally the

politics and economics of the euro.

Greece’s central bank in Athens
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Autos

n MAN, the German truck maker,
agreed to pay €150.6 million
(about $220 million) in fines to
end a probe by prosecutors into
suspected bribery to win business
contracts. Chief Executive Hakan
Samuelsson, finance chief Karl-
heinz Hornung and commercial-
vehicles head Anton Weinmann all
stepped down last month in the
wake of the scandal.

i i i

Aviation

n British Airways decided to
keep full ownership of its low-fare
premium-service OpenSkies sub-
sidiary after seeking outside in-
vestors. Business at the unit,
which flies between Paris and
New York, is picking up as the
economic crisis prompted travel-
ers to seek better value, BA said.

i i i

n Emirates Airline, the Middle
East’s biggest carrier, said it plans
to receive its sixth Airbus A380
superjumbo next week and an-
other before year end after lining
up more than $1 billion in financ-
ing. The funding deal comes as
other Dubai state-run companies
are under increasing scrutiny over
their ability to pay back more
than $80 billion in debt.

i i i

n Fraport, the German airport op-
erator, said its November group
passenger levels grew 3.3% to 5.47
million from a year earlier, with a
particularly strong increase at its
Burgas, Bulgaria, airport. Passen-
ger traffic at the main hub in
Frankfurt, one of Europe’s busiest,
decreased 0.2% to 3.9 million.

i i i

Consumer products

n Unilever, the Anglo-Dutch con-
sumer-goods giant, said Chief Fi-
nancial Officer Jim Lawrence is
leaving the company at year end.
The company said it will announce
a successor shortly. Lawrence was
thought to be in the running for
the top job at Unilever until Paul
Polman was appointed chief exec-
utive from rival Nestlé.

i i i

Energy

n Longyuan, China’s largest pro-
ducer of electricity generated by
wind power, ended its first day of
trade up 9% as investors bought
into its clean-energy concept. The
company raised $2.2 billion in one
of Hong Kong’s biggest initial pub-
lic offerings this year.

i i i

n BP and environmental authori-
ties in Alaska said a spill of 1,095
barrels of crude oil mixed with
water from a BP pipeline was due
to a rupture caused by a buildup
of ice within the line.

i i i

Financial services

n Goldman Sachs said its top 30
executives won’t get cash bonuses
in 2009. The move approved by
Goldman’s board is an attempt to
quell public criticism about multi-
million-dollar bonus packages ex-
pected to be doled out this year.
The firm’s 31,000 employees are
on track to earn an average of

more than $700,000 apiece this
year, the most in its history.

i i i

n Credit Suisse named its vice
chairman, Urs Rohner, as the
Swiss bank’s next chairman, re-
placing Hans-Ulrich Doerig, who
will step down in April 2011.

i i i

n AXA said Gerald Harlin will be-
come chief financial officer as
part of a management shakeup
aimed at sharpening the French
insurer’s strategic focus. Harlin,
who is deputy finance chief, will
succeed Denis Duverne, who is to
oversee group strategy, finance
and operations.

i i i

Food

n Kraft’s attempt to take over
Cadbury will face a coordinated
campaign from the U.K. confec-
tioner’s workers, said trade union
Unite, which represents Cadbury
workers in the U.K. and Ireland.

i i i

n Sapporo, the Japanese brewer,
said it will buy a 65% stake in
Kronenbourg Vietnam for about
$25 million, the latest Japanese
company to look overseas as a
shrinking population and a
gloomy economic outlook take a
toll on its domestic business.

i i i

n Goodman Fielder, an Australian
food company, said it plans to sell
its edible fats and oils unit to
U.S.-based Cargill for A$240 mil-
lion (about US$220 million), as
part of a broader strategy to focus
on consumer brands.

i i i

Media

n Bloomberg, the financial data
and news company, said it ac-

quired New Energy Finance, a
U.K.-based provider of news, data
and analysis on renewable energy,
carbon markets and nuclear
power. The deal comes after
Bloomberg this month completed
the purchase of BusinessWeek
magazine from McGraw-Hill.

i i i

Metals and mining

n Big steelmakers around the
world—including Tata Steel,
BaoSteel and Posco—are lining up
to defeat a proposed joint venture
of the iron-ore operations of min-
ers Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton,
charging that the proposal would
allow the companies to drive up
ore prices. Rio and BHP say the
joint venture could generate sav-
ings of nearly $10 billion and that
steelmakers may see cheaper iron
ore as a result.
n Rio Tinto is replacing its chief
iron-ore negotiator ahead of 2010
talks on benchmark prices after
this year’s talks failed to reach an
accord with China, the world’s
biggest iron-ore consumer. Will
Malaney, president of Rio Tinto
Iron Ore Asia, is handing over re-
sponsibility as chief negotiator to
Danny Goeman, the division’s gen-
eral manager of marketing.

i i i

n Kazakhmys, a Kazakh copper
miner, will sell a 50% stake in a
power plant to state fund Samruk-
Kazyna for $681 million, allowing
it to pay down debt. Kazakhmys
last year purchased the plant for
$1.1 billion, but a sharp downturn
in commodity markets cut into the
company’s cash flow.

i i i

Retail

n Inditex, the Spain-based owner
of Zara stores, stepped up its
commitment to expand in Asian
markets, particularly China, as it
reported a market-beating 1%
drop in net profit for the nine
months ended Oct. 31 to €831 mil-

lion ($1.2 billion), with growth
held back by expansion costs.

i i i

n Costco, the U.S. warehouse-club
operator, reported virtually flat
earnings of $266 million for the
quarter ended Nov. 22 as lower
gasoline prices and higher mer-
chandise costs offset an increase
in sales and membership fees.

i i i

n JJB Sports, a U.K.-based sports-
wear retailer, named Keith Jones
as chief executive, following
months of intensive headhunting.
Jones, group retail director at
electrical-goods retailer DSG, will
assume his new role by March 1.

i i i

Technology

n Oracle is digging in against the
European Union’s objections to its
bid for Sun Microsystems. In a
closed-door hearing and in legal
papers that haven’t been made
public, Oracle says the European
Commission misrepresented the
opinions of database users and
gave a “distorted view” by “selec-
tively” quoting from surveys as it
put together its case.

i i i

n Global technology companies
are raising concerns to the Chi-
nese government over new rules
they fear could block foreign ven-
dors from selling high-tech gear
to China’s government agencies.
New requirements potentially af-
fecting such sales were contained
in a circular quietly released by
the government, requiring ven-
dors to have their products ac-
credited if they want to be in-
cluded in a government
procurement catalog.

i i i

n Panasonic, the Japanese elec-
tronics giant, will buy a 50.2%

stake in Sanyo for about $4.6 bil-
lion to secure its position as a
leading provider of batteries for
fuel-efficient cars.

i i i

n Google changed the simple look
of its homepage in South Korea,
adding links under the search box
about topics are popular with Ko-
rean users in an effort to boost its
share of the market, where it
trails local rivals. The move marks
the first time Google has altered
the appearance of its homepage to
adapt to local market conditions.

i i i

n MOL Global, a company linked
with Malaysian tycoon Vincent
Tan, agreed to buy Friendster, a
social-networking site that retains
a strong following in Southeast
Asia after losing in global popu-
larity to Facebook and MySpace.

i i i

n Apple is exploring an overhaul
of the way it sells and stores mu-
sic that is aimed at extending its
influence to the Web, people
briefed on the strategy said. The
key vehicle is recent acquisition
Lala Media, which lets customers
buy and listen to music through a
Web browser. Apple is considering
the same model for iTunes.

i i i

n Nokia will close two flagship
stores in the U.S., the latest sign
of a change in strategy for the
world’s biggest mobile-phone
maker, which has struggled in the
North American market. The move
is part of a realignment to focus
more on cooperation with opera-
tors and other retailers.

BUSINESS WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/Business

Prosecutor Raffaele Guariniello prepares documents at the opening of trial of a Belgian and a Swiss man for alleged negligence leading to hundreds of deaths
linked to asbestos plants. The two men were indicted for their role as key shareholders in Eternit, a Swiss construction company. Prosecutors allege the two were
ultimately responsible for the deaths of about 2,000 workers and residents from asbestos-related diseases. The two men deny wrongdoing.
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In Italy, a major trial over asbestos deaths opens



Congress would levy fees on big fi-
nancial firms to pay for unwinding
collapsing institutions. And some
lawmakers continue to push the
idea of a tax on financial transac-
tions, a notion backed by France and
Germany, but not the U.K.

Instead of imposing special
taxes, the administration has
curbed pay and bonuses for execu-
tives at the firms receiving the most
taxpayer funding, such as AIG and
Citigroup Inc. Further action is
likely to come from regulators, not
lawmakers, led by the Federal Re-
serve.

Despite the cool reception to the
bonus tax from the U.S. and Ger-
many, U.K. Treasury officials as-
sured U.K. banks that they are trying
to get other governments to adopt
similar measures to ensure a level
playing field when it comes to hir-
ing, a person close to the matter
said.

In the U.K., Treasury officials
slapped on the tax after banks found
creative ways to skirt initial bonus
restrictions. It is a 50% tax that
banks must pay on any portion of a
discretionary bonus above £25,000,
or around $40,000, through April 5,
2010. Bonuses that are guaranteed
by contract are exempt. Those are
usually a small portion of a bank’s
bonuses, compensation experts say.

The move comes as Britain’s La-
bour Party faces an election next
year and is aiming to tap into public
anger over what is seen as bankers’
culture of excessive pay.

The move affects this year’s com-
pensation structure at banks such
as Royal Bank of Scotland Group
PLC, which is 70%-owned by the U.K.
government after a multibillion-
pound bailout. The troubled bank

was the first to implement signifi-
cant overhaul of its pay policies, cur-
tailing most cash bonuses and defer-
ring large portions of awards. But as
a bone to employees, the bank of-
fered loans against deferred
awards, according to people close to
the matter. This will now be subject
to tax under the new U.K. rule.

An RBS spokesman said the same
option had been offered last year
and few employees took advantage
of it.

Other banks have figured a way
around the issue by raising salaries.
Barclays PLC is planning to raise its
base salaries for managing direc-
tors and others in order to make up
for lower bonuses, in some cases
doubling them, people familiar with
the matter said. U.S. banks such as
Morgan Stanley and Citigroup have
also raised some base salaries this
year.

—David Crawford in Berlin con-
tributed to this article.

Continued from first page

U.S. President and Nobel Peace Prize laureate Barack Obama speaks with his
wife, Michelle Obama, after delivering his Nobel lecture in Oslo on Thursday.

NEWS

By Elizabeth Williamson

OSLO—President Barack Obama
accepted the Nobel Peace Prize on
Thursday, defending his ability to
seek peace while fighting two wars
abroad.

“We must begin by acknowledg-
ing the hard truth that we will not
eradicate violent conflict in our life-
times. There will be times when na-
tions—acting individually or in con-
cert—will find the use of force not
only necessary but morally justi-
fied,” he said.

While espousing the moral stan-
dard of nonviolence as practiced by
1964 Nobel laureate Martin Luther
King, Jr., Mr. Obama described its
limits.

“As a head of state sworn to pro-
tect and defend my nation, I cannot
be guided by their examples alone,”
he said, speaking in the cavernous
marble Oslo City Hall.

“I face the world as it is, and can-
not stand idle in the face of threats to
the American people. For make no
mistake: Evil does exist in the world.
A nonviolent movement could not
have halted Hitler’s armies. Negotia-
tions cannot convince al Qaeda’s lead-
ers to lay down their arms. To say
that force is sometimes necessary is
not a call to cynicism—it is a recogni-
tion of history; the imperfections of
man and the limits of reason.”

Underscoring the difficulty in-
herent in accepting the world’s high-

est honor for peacemaking while at
war, Mr. Obama told reporters
Thursday before accepting the prize
that U.S. withdrawal of troops from
Afghanistan beginning in July 2011
wouldn’t be steep, but gradual. He
stressed that the U.S. would main-
tain a presence in Afghanistan,
likely for years to come.

The pace, scope and tactics of a
withdrawal, he said, “are all going to
be conditions-based…it’s very impor-
tant to understand we’re not going to
see some sharp cliff,” meaning a rapid
reduction in forces, he said during a
news conference with Norwegian
Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg.

The Afghan government “is still
going to need our support” so that
2011 “will signal a shift in our mis-
sion.”

In presenting the prize, Nobel
Committee Chair Thorbjorn Jagland
justified the selection of Mr. Obama,
saying that over its centurylong his-
tory the prize has gone to those who
have spent their lives struggling for
peace, as well as those who display
world leadership toward that goal.

“Who has done most for peace in
the past year? If the question is put
in Nobel’s terms…it had to be U.S.
President Barack Obama,” Mr. Jag-
land said. “Political leaders must be
able to think beyond the confines of
realpolitik.”

In awarding Mr. Obama the prize
in October, the committee praised his
expressed commitment to nuclear

disarmament. The committee recog-
nized what it said was Mr. Obama’s
advocacy for “a global response to
global challenges,” and efforts to en-
hance communication with other na-
tions and the Muslim world.

Political observers on both the
right and left say the award this year
was in part meant as a repudiation
by the left-leaning Nobel committee
of the unilateral approach some-
times favored by the George W. Bush
administration.

Mr. Obama saluted the Iran dem-
onstrators in his speech.

“We will bear witness to the
quiet dignity of reformers like Aung
Sang Suu Kyi; to the bravery of Zim-
babweans who cast their ballots in
the face of beatings; to the hundreds
of thousands who have marched si-
lently through the streets of Iran. It
is telling that the leaders of these
governments fear the aspirations of
their own people more than the
power of any other nation. And it is
the responsibility of all free people
and free nations to make clear to
these movements that hope and his-
tory are on their side,” he said.

It is not unheard-of for a wartime
leader to be nominated: In 1953, the
American laureate George Marshall,
General of the Army during World
War II and architect of the post-
World War II Marshall Plan, was
jeered during the ceremony for his
role in guiding the war.

Obama accepts prize
U.S. President outlines the limits of nonviolence in Oslo speech

A bite from bonuses
Basics of the U.K.'s bonus tax

n A 50% tax on individual 
bonuses, paid by the banks.

n First £25,000 of bonus will be 
exempt.

n Applies to noncash rewards 
like shares.

n Does not apply to bonuses 
that are guaranteed by contract.

n A one-off tax, ending April 5.

n Banks will be closely watched 
for compliance by Treasury and 
tax officials.

n U.K. expects to raise £500 
million with this tax.

Cool reaction to bonus tax
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i i i

Europe

n France is in favor of matching
the U.K.’s planned one-time tax on
bank bonuses, and is likely to slap
such a levy on bonuses to be paid
out in 2010 for the past year, a se-
nior French government official
said. Other big countries have
thus far declined to follow the
U.K.’s bid to curtail banker pay.

i i i

n German Chancellor Angela
Merkel said healthier members of
the euro zone aren’t prepared to
abandon Greece and other heavily
indebted countries in the currency
bloc. The comments countered a
growing sense of unease in the
bond market that Greece might be
left to default by an EU no longer
prepared to tolerate the country’s
chronic deficits.

i i i

n German Finance Minister Wolf-
gang Schäuble is this week set to
finalize the new government’s
first budget, which will be based
on record levels of debt and a
gloomy outlook for public fi-
nances. The government’s net
debt requirement is expected to
be €86 billion (about $127 billion)
next year—far above the €37.5 bil-
lion predicted for this year. Gov-
ernment spending will rise 10.5%.

i i i

n The Bank of England, as ex-
pected, held interest rates at 0.5%
and left its £200 billion (about
$325 billion) program of buying
bonds with freshly created central
bank money unchanged, as mem-
bers of its monetary policy com-
mittee awaited confirmation that
the British economy is finally
emerging from recession.
n The Swiss central bank left its
main interest rate unchanged at
0.25% but took its first tentative
step toward tightening its mone-
tary policy, saying it is phasing
out Swiss franc bond purchases.
n Iceland’s central bank trimmed
its main interest rate from to 10%
from 11% and said it may ease
monetary policy further.

i i i

n Turkey’s economy did better
than expected in the third quarter,
led by private investment, al-
though a drop in a key industrial
indicator raised doubts about how
robust the recovery will prove.

i i i

n Financier George Soros, who
has declared he will invest up to
$1 billion in low-carbon energy
technology, said rich nations could
tap into special currency reserves
issued by the International Mone-
tary Fund and donate them to
help developing countries fight
the effects of global warming.

i i i

n British scientists, fighting back
against climate skeptics, signed a
statement defending evidence that
climate change is being caused by
humans, Britain’s weather office
said. More than 1,700 scientists
signed the statement, in the latest
attempt to remind the world of
the reality of global warming after
a cache of leaked emails was
seized upon by skeptics as proof
of a scientific conspiracy to stifle
or twist data on climate change.

n In Italy, a convicted mobster is
expected to testify Friday in a
trial that has stirred up anxiety
among allies of Prime Minister
Silvio Berlusconi. Giuseppe Gravi-
ano is due to be called to the
stand in the appeals trial of an as-
sociate of Berlusconi. Prosecutors
are expected to ask Graviano
whether he can corroborate com-
ments made last week by a former
Mafia hitman who said Berlusconi
gave the Graviano crime fam-
ily political reassurances.

i i i

n The Spanish Royal Academy
and sister organizations in Latin
America and elsewhere have re-
leased their first Spanish gram-
mar guidelines in nearly 80 years,
in an attempt to document the
language and how it varies from
country to country.

i i i

U.S.

n President Barack Obama de-
fended his ability to seek peace
while fighting two wars as he ac-
cepted the Nobel Peace Prize. Un-
derscoring the difficulty inherent

in accepting the world’s highest
honor for peacemaking while at
war, Obama said U.S. withdrawal
of troops from Afghanistan begin-
ning in 2011 wouldn’t be steep but
gradual. He said the U.S. would
maintain a presence in Afghani-
stan, likely for years to come.

i i i

n The U.S. trade deficit narrowed
unexpectedly in October from Sep-
tember to about $33 billion as the
rise in exports of goods such as
cars was slightly higher than the
increase in imports. The figure,
representing the U.S. deficit in in-
ternational trade of goods and
services, is 7.6% lower than the
downwardly revised trade gap the
U.S. ran in September.
n The number of workers filing
new claims for jobless benefits
rose more than economists ex-
pected last week. Total claims
lasting more than one week,
meanwhile, fell. The government
should do more to help businesses
create jobs amid a continuing
bleak outlook for the U.S. labor
market, according to the majority
of economists in the latest Wall
Street Journal forecasting survey.

i i i

Americas

n Mexican President Felipe
Calderón reshuffled his adminis-
tration’s top economic posts, nam-
ing a close ally as finance minister
in a move that suggests the presi-
dent will place more emphasis on
politics in economic decision-mak-
ing. Calderon nominated Finance
Minister Agustín Carstens as cen-
tral-bank governor, and appointed
Social Development Minister Er-
nesto Cordero to fill the vacancy
created atop the Finance Ministry.

i i i

n Honduras’s coup-installed gov-
ernment said there will be no deal
for ousted leader Manuel Zelaya
to leave the country unless he
goes as a private citizen—not as
the country’s president. Brazil
criticized the interim government
for its stance against Zelaya.

i i i

Asia

n The Indian government ac-
cepted demands for a separate
state to be carved out of the

southern Indian province of
Andhra Pradesh in a bid to defuse
the volatile situation sparked by a
separatist leader’s hunger strike.
The move led to fresh political
turmoil as 83 of the state’s 295
legislators said they would resign
in protest. The new Telangana
state would include the city of Hy-
derabad, a high-tech hub.

i i i

n A Pakistani official said five
Americans detained in Pakistan
had developed contacts with al
Qaeda operatives through the In-
ternet and were on their way to
North Waziristan to join a militant
training camp. The men, students
in their 20s from northern Vir-
ginia, were arrested this week.

i i i

n Afghanistan’s Western backers
increasingly favor postponing the
nation’s parliamentary election,
scheduled for May, fearing that
another traumatic—and poten-
tially fraud-marred—campaign
will create a new round of politi-
cal turmoil.

i i i

n Philippine President Gloria
Macapagal Arroyo is under pres-
sure to find new ways of pacifying
the anarchic southern Philippines
after last month’s massacre of 57
people there. Another kidnapping
underscored the area’s volatility.
Local officials said a bandit gang
seeking immunity from prosecu-
tion took 75 hostages, including
elementary-school students.

i i i

n North Korean officials agreed
on the need to restart the multi-
lateral disarmament process
known as the six-party talks, the
U.S. envoy to North Korea said,
fresh from his first trip to the
country, though there is no firm
commitment about when that
would take place.

i i i

n China is moving out of defla-
tion after nearly a year of falling
consumer prices, a turnaround
driven in part by changes in poli-
cies that kept costs for oil, water
and electricity artificially low. The
return of inflation—still mild—re-
flects both the recovering econ-
omy and efforts to raise state-set
prices for key resources.

i i i

Middle East

n Iraq’s delayed elections and a
bloody attack this week won’t de-
rail U.S. troop withdrawal plans,
U.S. officials said as Defense Sec-
retary Robert Gates flew into
Baghdad to meet Iraqi leaders. Al
Qaeda’s umbrella group in Iraq
claimed responsibility for the co-
ordinated Baghdad bombings.

i i i

Africa

n A Somali official said that the
suicide bomber who killed 24 peo-
ple last week at a university grad-
uation ceremony was a Danish cit-
izen of Somali descent.

WORLD WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/World

Supporters of ousted Thai Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra protest during an antigovernment demonstration in
Bangkok. Thousands of protesters, known as Red Shirts, gathered at the latest rally. Thaksin supporters are calling for
more rallies in coming weeks in a bid to try to unseat Prime Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva.
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In Thailand, Thaksin supporters rally against government
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By Geoffrey T. Smith

FRANKFURT—German Chancel-
lor Angela Merkel indicated Thurs-
day that healthier members of the
euro zone aren’t prepared to aban-
don Greece and other heavily in-
debted countries in the currency
bloc.

Ms. Merkel’s comments were the
first by a senior European figure in
recent days to focus on shared obli-
gations among members of Eu-
rope’s monetary union, after a
flurry of statements by European
politicians and ECB officials empha-
sizing Greece’s need to act.

“What happens in a member
country influences all the others,
particularly when you have a com-
mon currency,” Mrs. Merkel said.

The chancellor’s comments
countered a growing sense of un-
ease in the bond market that
Greece, which angered its partners
in the European Union with a mas-
sive upward revision to its budget

deficit only a few weeks ago, might
be left to default by an EU no longer
prepared to tolerate the country’s
chronic deficits. Similar concerns
had spread to other countries with
weak public finances, such as Ire-
land and Spain.

Earlier Thursday, the European
Central Bank warned that the over-
all direction of euro-zone public-
debt levels is unsustainable and dis-
avowed any responsibility for sup-
porting profligate member states.

“The high deficits of countries
such as Greece, Ireland and Spain
are a reason for concern to us,” said
ECB governing council member
Ewald Nowotny. “It’s not the ECB’s
job to help defuse these situa-
tions.”

The comments were a reminder
of longstanding worries about Eu-
rope’s ability to service a large debt
burden amid a future that looks
likely to be characterized by low
growth and aging or declining popu-
lations.

Ratings firms Fitch and Standard
& Poor’s have downgraded Greek
debt. S&P cut its outlook for Spain’s
debt to negative.

But as EU heads of government
gathered for a summit meeting in
Brussels, Luxembourg’s Prime Min-
ister Jean-Claude Juncker, who
heads the group of euro-zone fi-
nance ministers, said he can “totally
exclude a state bankruptcy in
Greece.” Belgian Finance Minister
Didier Reynders said at the group’s
next monthly meeting, on Jan. 19, it
will have to consider how to help
Greece.

Bond markets across the region
recovered after their initial setback,
on signs of political support for
weaker member states.

By midafternoon, the yield
spread for Greece’s 10-year bonds
over similar German debt had nar-
rowed to 232 basis points, from
nearly 250 basis points at Wednes-
day’s close. A basis point is one-hun-
dredth of a percentage point.

Analyst concerns over the Greek
situation revolve to a degree around
the apparent unwillingness of the
population to accept the kind of aus-
terity that Ireland unveiled Wednes-
day, when it announced Œ4 billion
($6 billion) of spending cuts, equiva-
lent to nearly 2.5% of GDP.

In Ireland, there appears to be
widespread acceptance that the
cuts are necessary.

Prime Minister Brian Cowen’s
Irish government “can’t get any
more unpopular, but they have until
[the next general election in] 2012
to turn things around,” said John
FitzGerald, an economist with the
Dublin-based Economic and Social
Research Institute. “A lot of senior
politicians have been through this
before and they know they can’t
duck it.”
 —Quentin Fottrell in Dublin,

Adam Cohen in Brussels,
Flemming Emil Hansen in Vienna

and Emese Bartha in Frankfurt
contributed to this article.

By Andrea Thomas

BERLIN—German Finance Minis-
ter Wolfgang Schäuble is set to final-
ize the new government’s first bud-
get, which will be based on record
debt levels and a gloomy outlook for
public finances.

In a meeting with his counter-
parts from Germany’s 16 states, Mr.
Schäuble presented figures that put
his government’s net debt require-
ment at Œ86 billion ($126.6 billion)
for next year—more than twice the
Œ37.5 billion predicted for this year.
Government spending will rise 11%
to Œ325.5 billion from Œ294.5 bil-
lion, according to a document seen
by The Wall Street Journal.

The strained budget situation
has added to criticism over Chancel-
lor Angela Merkel’s planned tax cuts
for 2010 and 2011. The tax cuts also
come as the government expects
Germany’s budget deficit to widen
to 3% of gross domestic product this
year and to 6% in 2010, violating Eu-
ropean budget limits.

Some German states have threat-
ened to veto the Œ8.5 billion in tax
cuts planned for 2010 and the Œ19 bil-
lion from 2011, saying they can’t
deal with an additional fall in tax rev-
enue. The upper house of parlia-
ment will vote on the 2010 tax cuts
next week.

The government says the cuts
are necessary despite high deficits.
“Public finances are in a extremely
strained state due to the dramatic
weakening of overall economic ac-
tivity,” said a draft conclusion to the
meeting between the finance minis-
ters, which was seen by The Wall
Street Journal.

There is “no alternative” to stim-
ulating the economy and letting the
deficit rise without cutting spend-
ing, the document said. A forecast is-
sued Thursday by German research
institute RWI predicts Germany’s
economy will recover more strongly
in 2010 than previously expected be-
cause of growing overseas demand
for German goods and the govern-
ment’s fiscal-stimulus measures.
But it warned the fundamental situa-
tion remains “fragile.”

the deal, though they wrote letters
to the commission to support it.

Another database user, Deutsche
Börse Group, told two commission
staffers in late November that it was
“concerned by the implication that
Deutsche Börse’s views on the trans-
action, generally, are negative.” Ac-
cording to Deutsche Börse’s min-
utes of the conversation, cited in the
Oracle filing, it said “we do not see a
negative impact of the Sun/Oracle
transaction” so long as Oracle keeps
developing MySQL. (Deutsche
Börse didn’t respond to a request
for comment.)

The Oracle filing also cites sev-
eral other customers who told the
EU in market surveys they don’t be-
lieve the deal is a problem, or that
they would have other choices if Ora-
cle manages to kill MySQL. A “great
majority of customers do not in fact
oppose” the deal, Oracle says. It
brought eight to Thursday’s hearing
to back its view, and it says more
than 200 are writing letters.

Of course, the Oracle filing isn’t a
dispassionate assessment of the
data in the EU’s analysis. It doesn’t
present complete, aggregate figures
of survey responses, nor does it
make the underlying surveys avail-
able. Oracle’s quotations of the sur-
vey responses couldn’t be verified.

The commission’s antitrust
spokesman, Jonathan Todd, didn’t
address Oracle’s claims but said,
“The whole point of the commis-
sion’s investigative process is to al-
low parties ample opportunity to ex-
plain their positions.”

In reviewing transactions, the
commission sends out question-
naires and solicits inputs from as-
sorted competitors in the market.
From those responses, and other
data, it determines whether a deal
threatens competition.

In September, the commission
said it was worried that Oracle’s bid
could squelch MySQL; last month, it
filed a so-called statement of objec-
tions, which isn’t made public, that
laid out its arguments.

The EU has until late January to
make a final decision. Blocking a
deal is rare; more commonly, the
two sides negotiate concessions
that lead to a green light. But there
haven’t been fruitful talks on a possi-
ble remedy.

Thomas Vinje, a lawyer for Ora-
cle at Clifford Chance LLP, said he
was “extremely happy” with the
progress of Thursday’s hearing ses-
sion.

The hearing is to continue Friday
with presentations from Microsoft
Corp. and SAP AG, both of whom op-
pose the deal, and Michael “Monty”
Widenius, one of MySQL’s founders.
Mr. Widenius has warned that Ora-
cle would starve MySQL of the re-
sources needed to develop the prod-
uct as a competitor to Oracle’s own
database.

MySQL began life as an open-
source database in the 1990s, devel-
oped by a Swedish company. Sun
bought it last year for $1 billion. The
database was initially geared to
lower-end uses such as supporting

Web sites, though its abilities have
expanded. Facebook, for instance,
stores users’ pages in a MySQL data-
base. Oracle’s namesake database is
heavy-duty software intended for
applications such as processing pay-
roll or bank transactions.

A key piece of the antitrust equa-
tion is whether MySQL, which can
be downloaded free of charge , has
become—or will become—robust
enough to compete against Oracle.

In one of its few public state-
ments about the deal, the commis-
sion said it determined that Oracle
and MySQL “compete directly in
many sectors of the database mar-
ket.”

But the Oracle filing quotes sev-
eral customers who said practically
the opposite in response to the EU’s
market survey. Vodafone Group
PLC said it “does not consider that
Oracle’s database offerings consti-
tute direct substitutes to Sun’s offer-
ings.” McAfee Inc. also said the two
don’t “constitute direct substi-
tutes.” As did General Electric Co.,

which added that while “both par-
ties’ offerings may on the face of it
share some functionality, they are
qualitatively different.” Said
Fujitsu Services Ltd.: “They operate
in different markets.”

Representatives for those cus-
tomers either declined to comment
or didn’t immediately respond to re-
quests for comment.

Another question is whether, if Or-
acle kills off MySQL, other products
could move in as substitutes and thus
alleviate anticompetitive effects.

In its statement of objections,
the commission says two possible
MySQL alternatives, Ingres and
PostgreSQL “are not currently seen
as able to fully replace the competi-
tive constraints posed by MySQL.”
But the Oracle filing cites five cus-
tomers from the EU’s survey who
say PostgreSQL is acceptable. “We
would most likely have chosen Post-
greSQL if MySQL was not available,”
said one, Nasdaq OMX Group Inc.
 —Peppi Kiviniemi contributed

to this article.

Continued from first page

Oracle fights EU’s opposition to bid for Sun

While pledging support for Greece, German leader Angela Merkel, seen here with Swedish Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt, faces a difficult budget of her own.

Merkel says EU backs Greece
German leader’s comments assuage some unease about how Athens will resolve its debt crisis

German budget
sees spending
rising by 11%
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Marginal acts need not apply
U.S. visa laws extend welcome mat, but only to the ‘culturally unique’; immigration worker has thoughts about what is art

Argentine band Orquesta Kef was denied a performance visa. U.S. immigration law gives bureaucrats a lot of cultural clout.

By Miriam Jordan

Los Angeles

WHEN Jordan Peimer booked
an Argentine band that
fuses Jewish Klezmer music

with tango, he thought he had the
perfect act to headline his “Fiesta
Hanukkah” concert.

“It is hard to imagine any band
more fitting than Orquesta Kef,” says
Mr. Peimer, the program’s director at
the Skirball Cultural Center here.
The event was designed to attract a
Jewish audience and the city’s bur-
geoning Hispanic community.

That was before the U.S. Citizen-
ship and Immigration Services
weighed in with some cultural com-
mentary of its own. The band
couldn’t travel to the U.S., the
agency ruled, because it didn’t sat-
isfy a “culturally unique” require-
ment for a performer visa called P-3.

“The evidence repeatedly sug-
gests the group performs a hybrid or
fusion style of music…[which] can-
not be considered culturally unique
to one particular country, nation, so-
ciety, class, ethnicity, religion, tribe
or other group of persons,” read the
denial. It was signed by caseworker
CSC4672/WS24533.

Mr. Peimer was incensed. “How
more culturally specific can you get
than Jewish music of Latin Amer-
ica?” he asked. After Mr. Peimer did
some venting on his Facebook page,
a reader quipped that this is the era
of “ethnomusicalsecurity.”

In fact, immigration law gives an
anonymous group of government bu-
reaucrats a lot of cultural clout:
They can decide which foreign balle-
rinas, musicians and artists qualify
as “outstanding,” or special enough
to deserve a visa to enter the U.S.

Ultimately, most applications
are approved. Some organizations
and promoters representing artists
complain that official judgments of
artistic merit are often arbitrary,
however.

Los Angeles concert promoter
Grand Performances booked an In-
dian music ensemble called Jaipur
Kawa Brass Band for a summer gig.
U.S. consular authorities approved
visas for six members of the band,
but rejected two, including the
band’s only competent English
speaker. No explanation was given.
“U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services processes the petition but
State [consular office] must grant
the visa,” says a spokeswoman for
the agency. “It is outside our area of
jurisdiction.” The State Department
noted only that a common reason
for refusal is a perceived intent by a
non-immigrant visa applicant to im-
migrate to the U.S.

The U.S. sponsor for the all-male
Brazilian hip-hop company Grupo
de Rua applied for a P-1 visa, and
submitted articles about the dance
company’s performances in Tokyo,
Berlin, Paris and the Edinburgh Art
Festival. Immigration officer num-
ber AA0089 requested “evidence
the group had achieved interna-
tional recognition and acclaim.”

Immigration officials don’t
agree that appearances necessarily
add up to that. “Being internation-
ally acclaimed is not equivalent to
performing on stages overseas,”
says the spokeswoman.

“We didn’t know what to do,”
says Harold Norris, president of
H-Art Management in New York.

“We had to turn the whole case over
to a lawyer” to get it approved,
which it was, as the tour dates ap-
proached.

According to the Department of
State Foreign Affairs Manual Vol-
ume 9, “internationally recognized”
signifies “a high level of achieve-
ment in a field evidenced by a de-
gree of skill and recognition sub-
stantially above that ordinarily en-
countered, to the extent that such
achievement is renowned, leading,
or well-known in more than one
country.”

Artists who wish to visit the U.S.
for a performance typically need a
P-1 visa; a P-3 visa, issued to enter-
tainers participating in a culturally
unique program; or an O-1 visa, for
individuals with extraordinary abil-
ity in the arts, education or sci-
ences. Once a visa is approved, art-
ists visit a local U.S. consular office
to get it stamped in their passport.

Immigration authorities say that
in weeding out applicants they
deem marginal, they are simply car-
rying out the intent of Congress in
creating the visa categories. The P
category is meant to promote the
exchange of culture and the arts.
The O category is sometimes called
the “genius visa. ”

Each year, more than 20,000 O
and P petitions arrive at the offices
of Citizenship and Immigration Ser-
vices in St. Albans, Vt., and in La-
guna Niguel, Calif., where 28 adjudi-
cators review them. The artists’ re-
quests represent a small fraction of
the visa caseload. The California
office alone receives more than 1.3
million visa applications each year.

Adjudicators work in a mustard-
yellow federal building whose pyra-
mid silhouette, evocative of an-
cient Mesopotamia, has been fea-
tured in Hollywood films, including
“Outbreak” and “Coma.” In the cav-
ernous mailroom, visa application
packets arrive by the truckload.

“I would like to highlight that
USCIS adjudicators work arduously—
sometimes completing receipt, ad-
judication and consular processing
of petition in a matter of hours,”
says the spokeswoman for Citizen-
ship and Immigration Services.
Though the examiners also tackle
visa petitions for software engi-
neers and lettuce harvesters, “they
get specific training to understand
specific visa categories,” she says.

Their decision-making has con-
founded big-city operas and small-
town dance companies alike. Asian,
Latin American and European art-
ists have been barred from enter-
ing the U.S., at times causing low-
grade diplomatic tension.

“It is essential for countries like
the United States and the United
Kingdom to maintain open borders
for arts professionals,” says Carrie
Annand, a spokeswoman for the
British Council, which deploys tal-
ent around the world.

The officials’ rulings have led to
delays, cancellations and addi-
tional expenses for orchestras, mu-
seums and nonprofit arts organiza-
tions.

Canadian Ashley Werhun com-
peted against hundreds of dancers

for a spot in the Trey McIntyre
Project of Boise, Idaho. The award-
winning dancer entered the U.S. on
a one-year O visa, and toured 35
cities world-wide with the troupe.

Determined to keep Miss Wer-
hun, the dance company filed a pe-
tition last February to renew her
visa for the next season. “We
thought it would be a slam-dunk,”
says company manager Shawn Tes-
tin.

Instead, they received a request

for evidence that Miss Werhun was
exceptional in her field and supe-
rior to others in the troupe. In a
company of only 10 dancers, “we
couldn’t say she is our premier
dancer,” says Mr. Testin. “Every
one is just as important as the
other.”

Despite providing “hundreds of
pages of evidence,” according to
Miss Werhun, the company got a
rejection. She returned to Canada.
The company reworked its choreog-

raphy to account for Miss Wer-
hun’s absence.

It hired immigration lawyers to
file a new application. To up its
chances, the company enlisted
Idaho congressman Walt Minnick
to lobby.

In late November, Miss Wer-
hun’s visa was approved. She re-
joined the company in midseason.
All told, the visa endeavor cost the
nonprofit organization more than
$10,000, it says.
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Online today: See videos of some of
these performers at WSJ.com/Video.
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SPORT

Liverpool will hope to arrest
its decline when it hosts Arse-
nal in the biggest game in the
English Premier League this
weekend.

Liverpool has struggled
badly this season and is likely
out of the title race already.
Wednesday night’s defeat by
Fiorentina at Anfield also
brought down the curtain on a
sorry Champions League cam-
paign in what was a ninth loss
of the season in all competi-
tions, and a third at home.

As the home team, though,
the Reds are favorites. Stan
James offers 5/4 for the win
against an Arsenal side that is
13/5 with bet365 and has lost
three of its four previous
games, albeit fielding a weak-
ened team in defeats to Olym-
piakos and Manchester City.

However, the preferred op-
tion is for it to finish level at
23/10 on Betdaq, especially
with score draws in the past
four league encounters between
the sides. The half-time/full-
time draw at William Hills’s 9/2
also tempts.

Neutrals will hope for a re-
peat of the 4-4 served up in
this game last season, in which
Russian forward Andrey Ar-
shavin got all of the Gunners’
goals.

This fixture has seen both
sides score in the past 10 con-
tests in all competitions, and 14
of 16 in the Premier League.
The last 0-0 was in January
1999, suggesting it should be
an open game, with the 2-2
draw tempting at 14/1 with
Ladbrokes.

Tip of the day

4

Source: AFP

Arsenal’s Andrey Arshavin
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Basketball hopes on the line
A wild-card spot in summer tournament is key to British shot at 2012 Olympics

Britain’s team has embarked on a
successful recruitment drive in re-
cent years, but the most important
figure for U.K. basketball this year
isn’t Luol Deng, Ben Gordon or any
of the other National Basketball As-
sociation stars that might suit up
for Team GB.

It is Patrick Baumann, a 42-year-
old bespectacled Swiss lawyer, who
holds the key that could unlock a
golden era for British basketball. As
the secretary general of the Interna-
tional Basketball Federation, the
world basketball governing body
known by the French acronym FIBA,
Mr. Baumann will this weekend rec-
ommend the countries that should
be allocated a wild-card place at
next summer’s world-championship
finals in Turkey.

More than 10 teams have submit-
ted applications for four wild-card
spots, including European powers
such as Germany and Russia, as well
as Lithuania, which beat the U.S. in
the group stage at the 2004 Olym-
pics, but lost to the Americans in
the bronze-medal game.

Britain has been left hoping for a
free pass despite having almost no
international pedigree.

The last time a British basketball
team competed in the Olympics was
1948. Following a failed attempt to
qualify for the 1992 Barcelona Olym-
pics, Britain dissolved as an entity.

Though it has achieved some en-
couraging results since re-forming
three years ago, the team failed to
reach the world championships after
being eliminated from this year’s
Eurobasket—the biennial tourna-
ment for Europe’s top nations—
without winning a game.

“Ten years ago, Great Britain
basketball was nowhere,” says Flo-
rian Wanninger, head of communi-
cations at FIBA.

While the British team can’t
boast the rich history of its compet-
itors for a wild card, it has more
riding on the outcome than any of
its rivals—namely participation as
the host nation at the 2012 Olym-
pics in London.

A ruling by the International
Olympic Committee after the 2000
Sydney Games allows each sport to
choose whether a host nation

should qualify automatically for the
Olympics. If Britain is to be one of
the 12 teams at the London 2012
Olympics, FIBA has declared it must
show continued improvement and
an ability to compete with the top
European teams. A place at the 24-
team world championships next
summer would provide an opportu-
nity to do just that.

British basketball officials are
privately confident that a squad led
by Mr. Deng of the Chicago Bulls,
and Detroit Pistons guard Mr. Gor-
don, and supplemented by current
Toronto Raptors forward Pops Men-
sah-Bonsu—and possibly Golden
State’s Kelenna Azubuike—would
not only satisfy FIBA’s require-
ments, but also possibly contend for
a medal. Mr. Deng of Sudanese de-
scent was raised in the U.K. Messrs.
Gordon, Azubuike and Mensah-
Bonsu were all born in Britain.

At the very least, an appearance
at the world championships would
grant the British squad a bye into
the 2011 Eurobasket tournament and
a second chance to showcase its tal-
ent.

FIBA is adamant that this week-
end’s wild-card decision will have no
direct impact on the prospect of
Britain securing an Olympic berth,
but Mr. Wanninger concedes Britain
will face an uphill task without it.

“A wild card would not guaran-
tee Great Britain a place in the Lon-
don Olympics, but they would not
have go through qualification for
Eurobasket 2011—of course that’s an
advantage for them,” he says.

Without a bye, Britain will have
to negotiate a tricky qualifying
route, raising the spectre of a squad
unable to prove its worth ahead of
the final ruling on its Olympic place.

In short, this weekend’s decision
is perhaps the most important in
the history of British basketball.

“I’m sure that in years to come
we will look back to this week and
perhaps view it as a turning point,
because it’s a decision which will
have huge ramifications for us,”
says Britain head coach Chris Finch.

Mr. Finch and his team aren’t the
only ones waiting anxiously on
FIBA’s decision. Buoyed by the pros-
pect of a team at the Olympics, the
British government also has a lot in-
vested in the outcome after pump-

ing unprecedented sums into elite
basketball.

Last year, U.K. Sport, the agency
responsible for elite sport in Britain,
announced an increase in funding to
£8.8 million ($14.3 million) from £5.1
million for basketball—the biggest
boost for any of the Olympic pur-
suits.

In a quirk of the sporting calen-
dar, U.K. Sport will make its 2012
funding announcement next week. If
FIBA declines to give Britain a wild
card and the country’s Olympic
place is in jeopardy, the sport could
suffer a financial body blow that
will also have implications at grass-
roots level.

“The funding that we’ve got,
some of it goes into the senior
teams and some goes into building
a pathway underneath so that we
have a sustainable future,” says
Chris Spice, performance director of
British basketball,

“We’re on the precipice of put-
ting some foundations down for the
future. We’re already seeing some
growth at the lower levels—we’re
the second-most played sport in
schools now [behind football]—and
it’s hard not to relate that to the
higher-profile matches, our high-
profile NBA players and people be-
coming more interested.”

The ramifications would also ex-
tend beyond British shores. The
NBA is committed to expanding into
Europe and has ambitions to estab-
lish permanent teams here within
the next decade.

Britain is key to that vision. The
NBA first staged a game in London
in 1993 and for the past three years
has attracted sellout crowds to exhi-
bition games at the O2 Arena. Off
the court, a new U.K. TV-rights deal
with ESPN, owned by Walt Disney
Co., was unveiled in September,
while the U.K. has seen a significant
increase in sales of NBA-branded
products such as sports shoes.

A British team at the London
Olympics is seen as central to plans
to expand the sport, and NBA Com-
missioner David Stern left his coun-
terparts at FIBA in no doubt about
his desire to have a British presence
at the world championships.

“We hope that FIBA sees it in its
wisdom that [Team GB] will receive
a wild card,” Mr. Stern said in a

news conference before the exhibi-
tion game in October. “This is a very
important market, where we have
television, marketing partners, con-
sumer products and business part-
ners.”

Such unequivocal backing from
the NBA commissioner will be a
boon to British basketball officials,
who concede that the outcome of
the wild-card-selection process
could ultimately hinge on who lob-
bies most effectively in the corri-
dors of power at FIBA.

Certainly the criteria for invita-
tion to the finals gives FIBA the
freedom to justify almost any deci-
sion. According to FIBA’s Web site,
the wild-card-selection process
takes into account everything from
the popularity of basketball to the
size of domestic broadcast deals in
each country.

In presenting its case, British
basketball officials will attempt to
convince FIBA that despite failing to
record a single victory at this year’s
Eurobasket, Team GB performed
competitively in a pool that featured
Spain, Serbia and Slovenia—teams
that finished first, second and
fourth in the final standings.

In addition, despite the absence
of its two leading players in Mr.
Deng and Mr. Gordon, Britain will
point to a valiant display in an
84-76 defeat to eventual champion
Spain—a match in which Team GB
led by four midway through the
fourth quarter—as evidence of its
growing strength.

And if silver tongues don’t do
the trick, perhaps the promise of
gold will. As of 2006, teams receiv-
ing wild cards are required to stump
up a substantial fee for the privilege
of appearing at the world champion-
ships, leading some hopefuls to
complain that the process favors the
wealthiest nations.

Though FIBA denied this late-
registration payment was as much
as $1 million, a spokesman refused
to disclose the exact amount, and
reports in Nigeria and Lithuania
have suggested those countries will
struggle to raise the full sum if se-
lected.

In the case of Britain, for whom
missing out on the world champion-
ships could be so costly, the outlay
would seem a small price to pay.

BY JONATHAN CLEGG

Chicago Bulls forward Luol Deng goes around guard Ronnie Brewer of the Utah Jazz during their NBA basketball match at the O2 Arena in London
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When it comes
to broad principles
about how to
extract the world
from an economic
crisis, the Group of

20 leading economies has come a
long way in just over a year.

Now comes the hard part:
putting the principles into
practice. Talking about this at The
Wall Street Journal’s Future of
Finance conference this week,
Shriti Vadera, the former British
official now advising South Korea,
the new G-20 chair, hardly seemed
brimming with confidence.

“It is fair to say that, right
now, the G-20 process is like
herding cats, because the issue of
sovereignty … is not something
that people give up very easily,”
she said.

Principles aplenty emerged in
Pittsburgh in September, as the
G-20 leaders delved deep into the
financial weeds in ways that
would have seemed improbable a
few years ago. Among other
things, they called on
international accounting bodies
“to redouble their efforts to
achieve a single set of high
quality, global accounting
standards … and complete their
convergence project by June
2011.” The trouble with that
statement, says Nicolas Véron of
the Brussels-based think tank
Bruegel, is “nobody in the
accountancy profession believes
that this is realistic.”

The result, he predicts, will be
that the deadline is missed or that
poor quality standards will be put
into place or that big differences
in standards will remain from one
country to another. Most likely, he
says, all three.

Deadlines on the road to 2011
already are being missed—even
within Europe. In the wake of the
financial crisis, the European
Commission led efforts to
accelerate implementation of a key
international accounting standard
on the valuation of financial
instruments, called IFRS 9.

It was supposed to happen at
the end of this year. But in a letter
last month to the International
Accounting Standards Board,
Ireland’s Charlie McCreevy, the
commissioner for internal
markets, said that the standard
wouldn’t be implemented as
planned after all. Instead, the
commission would await the
IASB’s proposed rules on related
issues: the valuation of financial
liabilities (IFRS 9 deals with
assets) and hedge accounting,
which covers the effectiveness of
financial hedges.

Mr. McCreevy said the delay
was fine because it “reflects the
changed market outlook and
market improvements.” This was
widely regarded as a rather lame
excuse, not least because the
commission itself has no greater
insight into the path of financial
markets in 2010 than the rest of
us. The decision on
implementation thus is pushed to
Mr. McCreevy’s successor, Michel
Barnier of France.

But why did it happen? In
simplified form, IFRS 9 divided

financial instruments into two
buckets: in one you could put bank
loans and other assets that you
could value using more or less
traditional “amortized cost”
methodology. The rest would be
assessed according to “fair value”
and marked to market.

Among some accountants,
particularly in the U.S. where fair
value holds sway, this was seen as
already leaning heavily to
continental Europe’s views. But
not enough to satisfy many
continental Europeans, who are
worried that the need to mark to
market intensified the financial
crisis. It is a theme to which
Christine Lagarde, the French
finance minister, has frequently
returned.

There is, however, more to it
than that. In some countries
—Germany, in particular—there
are widespread concerns that IFRS
9 and its fair-value provisions
would make the balance sheets of
many banks, particularly the
financially precarious state-owned
Landesbanks, look worse even
than they do now.

The big French banks don’t
seem to like IFRS 9, either. But
there is a larger political agenda
in Paris, which may be seen,
depending on your point of view,
as typical national politicking or
important political principle.
France has never enjoyed the
domination of the accountancy
profession by the big
Anglo-American firms, and the
IASB, as currently fashioned,
seems to Paris only to further
entrench this.

But there is a wider point, says
Mr. Véron. He argues that the
IASB has a “legitimacy deficit” in
the way it is governed. Here are
people from the private sector,
with only modest government
oversight, making decisions that
have huge economic consequences
for people across Europe and
beyond. The IASB does have an
oversight board, but the EU has
withheld its approval of a recent
effort to overhaul it.

Some of the issue stems from a
division in opinion over what
accountants are for: an
Anglo-American view that sees
them as a tool for investors to
take a snapshot of a company’s
performance, and a view in
continental Europe that sees them
as the proper target for
government policy and political
intervention.

However this tension is
resolved, it shows how the
financial crisis has elevated
accountants, who until now have
largely considered themselves as
technicians, into a role with high
political sensitivity. And it is
another example, for some, of how
the crisis has exposed deficiencies
in global financial governance.

Yet, one repeated theme of the
Future of Finance conference was
how a “level playing field” of
capital, liquidity, compensation
and accounting rules will be
necessary to preserve a global
financial system and to prevent it
from atomizing into its national
components. While the G-20’s
agreement on broad principles
may have provided grounds for
optimism here, the EU’s
discussions about one detail
provide ample ammunition for
pessimists.

By Stephen Fidler

[ Brussels Beat ]

By Natasha Brereton

And Martin Gelnar

LONDON—The Bank of England
held rates steady at 0.5% Thursday
and maintained its current level of
bond purchases, awaiting confirma-
tion that the British economy is fi-
nally emerging from recession.

Also Thursday, Iceland’s central
bank trimmed its key interest rate to
10% from 11%. Switzerland’s central
bank left its rate unchanged at 0.25%
but took its first tentative step to-
ward tightening monetary policy.

The Bank of England’s monetary
policy committee, as expected by
many economists, held the key inter-
est rate at 0.5% for a tenth consecu-
tive month. The committee also met
expectations by keeping the £200
billion ($325.14 billion) target for its
policy of buying bonds with freshly
created central bank money.

The focus now turns to February,
when the Bank of England will up-
date its forecasts for growth and in-
flation. The monetary policy com-
mittee could still act before then.

In announcing the decision, the

bank said only that its planned bond
purchases are likely to take another
two months to complete and that it
would keep the amount of stimulus
under review.

The Swiss National Bank
adopted a more upbeat view on eco-
nomic growth, saying it would
phase out purchases of bonds issued
by private-sector borrowers—one
of several liquidity-boosting mea-
sures it started this year. It expected
the Swiss economy to grow 0.5% to
1% next year, following a contrac-
tion of 1.5% this year.  

Financier George Soros, shown giving a TV interview in Copenhagen Thursday, proposed a solution in a key emissions debate.

Soros’s climate plan
Financier proposes use of IMF currency to pay for emissions reduction

Accounting gets harder
as politics color the rules

Bank of England stands pat on rates

By Alessandro Torello

COPENHAGEN—Financier George
Soros proposed that rich nations tap
into special currency reserves issued
by the International Monetary Fund
to finance efforts by poor countries to
combat climate change.

Making the proposal, Mr. Soros,
who has said he will invest up to $1
billion in low-carbon energy technol-
ogy, waded into the key dispute be-
tween developed and developing na-
tions at the United Nations climate
summit here.

Mr. Soros suggested that rich na-
tions finance climate subsidies for
developing nations by tapping into
some of the $283 billion in special
drawing rights that the IMF issued
to respond to the global financial cri-
sis earlier this year. More than $150
billion of those rights went to the 15
biggest developed economies, he
said. Special drawing rights, or
SDRs, are a form of composite cur-
rency issued by the IMF to its mem-
bers.

Developing countries expressed
support for the idea, while Euro-
pean Union negotiators responded
with skepticism and the IMF de-
clined to comment.

Mr. Soros is one of a cadre of busi-
ness and political figures in Copen-
hagen hoping to sway the bargaining
among 190 nations over what should
be done to cut the emissions linked to
a trend of rising temperatures, and

who should pay the price. The confer-
ence is scheduled to end Dec. 18 with a
gathering of world leaders.

The U.N.’s chief climate negotia-
tor said “some progress” is being
made toward deals that leaders can
consider next week. “There is real se-
riousness now to negotiate, good
progress is being made in a number
of areas, especially in the area of tech-
nology,” said Yvo de Boer, the execu-
tive secretary of the U.N. Framework
Convention on Climate Change.

Countries agreed that a new exec-
utive body should be set up and
would be responsible “for accelerat-
ing action on technology develop-
ment and transfer.”

The transfer of technology to de-
veloping countries to help them
limit their greenhouse-gas emis-
sions is a delicate matter in the talks
because of issues such as intellectual-
property rights and patents. Technol-
ogy transfer could be a profit oppor-
tunity for investors and companies
with solar panels, wind turbines, car-
bon scrubbers and other technology.

Mr. Soros said in October he
would invest up to $1 billion in clean-
energy technology, and announced
the formation of a policy initiative
to address global warming, which
he would fund with $10 million a
year over 10 years.

Without action to put limits on
consumption of fossil fuels, however,
some clean-energy bets may not pay
out, because fuels such as coal and oil

are cheap, abundant, and don’t re-
quire expensive new technology.

Poor countries are calling on the
U.S. and the European Union to sub-
sidize investments in clean-energy
technology.

“Rich countries could double
available funding to combat climate
change by donating recently issued
special drawing rights to a new
green fund,” Mr. Soros said. “This
fund would jump-start investment
in low-carbon energy sources, refor-
estation efforts, rainforest protec-
tion, land-use reform, and adapta-
tion programs.”

Developing countries, backed by
some nongovernmental organiza-
tions, embraced Mr. Soros’s idea. “As
we are sitting now, the IMF is sitting
with more than $200 billion of SDRs
that are not being used,” said Lu-
mumba Stanislaus Di-Aping, Sudan’s
ambassador to the U.N. and chairman
of the Group of 77 developing nations,
in a news conference Thursday. Issu-
ing that money wouldn’t create infla-
tion, just “effective demand,” he said.

EU representatives were cautious.
“We have to be very careful in the way
we use the special drawing rights. It is
an instrument which can be used in
very specific situations,” said Artur
Runge-Metzger, a lead EU negotiator.
“There is no way we can just print
money in order to make sure there is
sufficient finance on the table.”

 —Devon Maylie in London
contributed to this article.
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By Michelle Wu

For Jaume Tàpies, travel is a
way of life. As chairman of Relais
& Chateaux, an association of fine
hotels and gourmet restaurants,
he is on the road for 250-300 days
out of the year.

Being an expert globetrotter
can take a toll on the body, but the
41-year-old Mr. Tàpies is also a
connoisseur of healthy living: He
is a former cross-country ski
champion.

Mr. Tàpies recently spoke with
The Wall Journal Street Journal
about keeping a healthy diet while
traveling.

WSJ: Often when people are on the
go, they don’t keep up as well with
eating healthy. Do you have any tips
for maintaining a good diet while
traveling?
Mr. Tàpies: Almost everyday I have
lunch and dinner in a restaurant. So
obviously I cannot eat everything—
and I love to eat—so it’s just about
being conscious.

My rule—and this is something
that is so easy to respect—there are
three things: bread, wine and food.
Choose two of these things. So if I
have wine, I don’t have bread. If I
have bread, I don’t have wine. And
dessert. Dessert could be a fourth.

WSJ: You spend a lot of time going
through airports. How do you deal
with airport food?
Mr. Tàpies: I don’t eat in airports.
For example tonight I’m going to
travel, so I’ll eat before I go to the air-
port.

WSJ: What about food served on the
planes?
Mr. Tàpies: Oh, the airplane food is
OK. It’s not the same on every air-
line, but there are certain airlines
where the food is good. When you go
to Thai or to Singapore airlines, the
quality of the food is good. Sorry,
but the American airlines are not
very good.

WSJ: Do you try to keep your meals
consistent while you’re traveling?
Mr. Tàpies: Always. But it’s good to
change your diet depending on
where you are and try to eat the natu-
ral products of the area. At this
place, about an hour and a half away
from Montreal…last time I was
there I found the most amazing ma-
ple syrup that I’ve ever, ever had.
When you visit a region, you have to
try to discover everything that is
from there. I’m always trying to dis-
cover.

WSJ: And it also gives you a good
memory from your travels.
Mr. Tàpies: Yes. Taste is very linked
to memories. Luxury today is not
about something expensive. Luxury
is not this anymore, except maybe in
Russia or in China they are still on
this. Luxury is an experience that
will enrich you. After having had
this, you as a person are richer spiri-
tually and intellectually. So food
helps you in being more rich in the
experience you have.

Negotiating business travel

You can check fares, fees and
flight schedules for just about any
airline in the world with a few key-
strokes or a single phone call. But
checking the safety of an interna-

tional airline is a
much more compli-
cated task.

European and
U.S. regulators

evaluate aviation safety, and the
airline industry itself has a
world-wide safety-audit pro-
gram, but it’s difficult for travel-
ers to check airline safety when
buying tickets. There’s no restau-
rant-inspector’s score posted on
the airplane door or government
crash-test star rating printed on
your ticket.

That’s unfortunate, since inter-
est in airline safety is high. It’s
been a bad year for aviation fatal-
ities, with more than 700 people
killed in 16 crashes around the
world so far in 2009. Many in-
volved little-known airlines—
some already on watch lists for
safety concerns.

“There’s no perfect solution
at the moment, but it’s undoubt-
edly getting better,” said Geoff
Want, principal adviser on air-
line safety at Rio Tinto Group, a
global mining company that has
its own list of carriers approved
for employee travel.

Government regulators in Eu-
rope and the U.S. take different
approaches to aviation safety.

The European Union evaluates
airlines and their planes and pub-
lishes a “blacklist’’ of unaccept-
able carriers, most recently up-
dated just two weeks ago. The
EU blacklist is available on the
Internet at ec.europa.eu/trans-
port/ (click on “Air,” then “List
of airlines banned within the
EU”).

Be prepared, it’s long and com-
plex: 233 airlines are completely
banned, and eight are allowed to
operate under restrictions and
conditions. Though its focus
started as an airline-by-airline
evaluation, the EU has moved
more toward building the black-
list on evaluations of entire coun-
tries—all airlines from 15 coun-
tries have a blanket ban from the
EU and are among the 233 cited.

Evaluating countries

The U.S. Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration evaluates countries,
not carriers. U.S. inspectors de-
cide if a country’s aviation infra-
structure is up to snuff by count-
ing the number of inspectors
watching over airlines, assessing
air-traffic-control procedures and
evaluating funding and legal au-
thority of aviation regulators. The
FAA evaluation is based largely
on standards set by the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization,
a United Nations-chartered group.
(U.S. airlines are required to meet
or exceed international safety
standards.)

The FAA says 101 countries
have been assessed; 79 have Cate-
gory 1 status, meaning the U.S. be-
lieves the country meets interna-
tional standards, and 22 fall into
Category 2. Category 2 doesn’t
mean airlines from that country
are banned, only that any new ser-
vice and airline passenger-sharing
ties are frozen. That can have an
economic impact on a country

and its airlines, and the threat of
a Category 2 downgrade can
prompt improvement. India, for
example, was notified it didn’t
meet standards and was given
time to make changes. Earlier this
year, after India increased the
number of airline inspectors and
made other changes, the FAA de-
clared India met the requirements
to remain in Category 1.

The FAA won’t discuss specific
reasons for a Category 2 listing
except to say all assessments are
fact-based evaluations. In the
case of Israel, which is Category
2, aviation-industry officials say
U.S. concerns relate to air-traffic-
control routings for passenger
jets at some Israeli airports that
don’t meet international stan-
dards.

An FAA spokeswoman says its
International Aviation Safety As-
sessments list, available at www.
faa.gov/about/initiatives/iasa, is
“one tool a consumer can use to
decide on air travel.”

There’s surprisingly little over-
lap between the FAA and EU lists.
Airlines from Angola, Benin, Ka-
zakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic,

Liberia, Gabon, Sierra Leone,
Sudan, Afghanistan, Cambodia,
Rwanda and Zambia are banned
on the EU blacklist, but those
countries aren’t evaluated at all
by the FAA. Both EU and U.S. regu-
lators share concerns on Congo,
Indonesia and Swaziland. The
FAA rates Zimbabwe, Israel, the
Philippines, Serbia and Montene-
gro plus several Latin American
and Caribbean nations, including
Belize, Haiti, Honduras and Nicara-
gua, in Category 2, but not the
EU.

Safety experts say both the Eu-
ropean blacklist and the FAA’s
country categorizing have led to
safety improvements. “Both are
crude tools. They aren’t perfect
tools. But they have caused peo-
ple to step up to safety,” said Wil-
liam Voss, chief executive of the
Flight Safety Foundation, an inter-
national nonprofit group that pro-
motes aviation safety.

The airline industry has come
up with its own list of sorts, and
it can be useful to travelers. The
International Air Transport Asso-
ciation (IATA), the industry’s
world-wide trade group, began

working on a standard auditing
regimen nine years ago, and it has
evolved into an extensive safety
check now required of all airlines
to be a member of IATA. Passing
the audit became mandatory for
membership earlier this year; 21
airlines didn’t and were removed.

The air-transport association
put together a cocktail of stan-
dards to create the IATA Opera-
tional Safety Audit, or IOSA, bor-
rowing from EU and U.S. require-
ments as well as ICAO, the U.N. or-
ganization. The association hires
eight firms to check processes
and procedures at airlines, and in-
spects some aircraft but not all.

Günther Matschnigg, the IA-
TA’s senior vice president for
safety, operations and infrastruc-
ture, said the requirements in-
clude things that make indisput-
able sense, such as enhanced
ground-proximity warning de-
vices in cockpits, which sound an
alarm for pilots when flying to-
ward a mountain or other hazard.
Those devices, required for U.S.
airlines, are only recommended
by ICAO standards. To comply
with air-transport-association re-
quirements, several airlines had
to install the warning devices.

“We put some teeth into it,”
Mr. Matschnigg said.

IATA says 330 airlines around
the world have passed its audit.
Of those, 230 are IATA members—
another 100 airlines wanted to be
certified even if not IATA mem-
bers. U.S. and EU regulators ac-
cept IOSA certification to meet re-
quirements that airlines funneling
passengers to each other through
code-sharing agreements audit
each other for safety issues. And
a few countries—Egypt is one—re-
quire IOSA certification for any
airline flying there. The list is
available at www.iata.org/iosa.

Lower accident rates

IATA says certified airlines
have a 30% to 40% lower accident
rate than non-certified airlines. In
2008, noncertified airlines have
had a “hull-loss” rate—aircraft
damaged beyond repair—of 0.81
per million flights, while certified
airlines had a hull-loss rate of 0.52
per million flights, 36% lower.

At London-based Rio Tinto, Mr.
Want, a former safety and opera-
tions executive at British Airways
PLC, uses the IOSA-certification
list to help compile his own list of
airlines approved for company
travel. Rio Tinto’s list, which cur-
rently has 213 approved airlines, is
updated monthly. Rio Tinto uses a
second list of 30 airlines that can
be booked only with Mr. Want’s ap-
proval. (The lists are available
only to Rio Tinto employees.)

“We do that because it’s best to
keep a very close eye on them,” he
said of his second list.

For travelers, safety experts
like Mr. Voss and Mr. Want sug-
gest the best advice is to check
the IATA registry and make sure
any airline you book has passed an
audit. After that, check to see if
the airline is part of an interna-
tional alliance, Mr. Voss says. Be-
ing part of an alliance gives you
some assurance that the carrier is
stable and respected. Also check
the FAA and the European black-
list. “If it’s on the blacklist, obvi-
ously there’s a problem,” Mr. Voss
said.

* Not shown on map Source: FAA

Bangladesh

Belize

Ivory Coast

Croatia

Democratic Republic of Congo 

Gambia

Ghana

Guyana

Haiti

Honduras

Indonesia

Israel

Kiribati*

Nauru*

Nicaragua

Paraguay

Philippines

Serbia and Montenegro

Swaziland

Ukraine

Uruguay

Zimbabwe

Flight warning
Countries that do not meet international aviation safety standards, 
according to the Federal Aviation Administration:
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EU and U.S. regulators evaluate aviation safety, and the airline industry has a
safety-audit program, but it’s hard for travelers to check safety when buying tickets.

How safe are foreign airlines?
It’s difficult to tell without a universal rating system; the EU’s long, complex ‘blacklist’
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The interim Czech government,
led by chief statistician-turned-
Prime Minister Jan Fischer, early
this week took a step towards
making casual marijuana smoking
a less worrisome affair.

Mr. Fischer’s cabinet defined
on Monday what constitutes
“small amounts” of cannabis for
personal use, clarifying the
country’s new penal code that
from next year decriminalizes
cultivation and possession of the
plant by individuals, according to
Czech news agency CTK.

As of Jan. 1 ordinary Czechs
can grow up to five marijuana
plants or have several marijuana
cigarettes in their pockets without
fear of criminal prosecution.
Previously what constituted a

small amount wasn’t specified.
The government’s approval of a

table specifying what amounts of
drugs are permissible is a vital
part of the country’s new penal
code that was last year approved
by both houses of parliament and
in January of this year was signed
into law by President Vaclav Klaus.
Without the just-approved table of
amounts that will be used by
Czech police, the January
decriminalization of the drug
would be difficult to judge by
courts and investigators.

The plant still remains illegal,
however, though from the new
year possession of five or less
plants is merely a misdemeanour,
and fines for possession will be on
par with penalties for parking
violations.

There is also an interesting
lifestyle footnote: Czechs are
Europe’s biggest drinkers of
hops-infused beer and are also the
continent’s leaders in smoking

pot. Czechs consume 320 pints of
the golden brew per person
annually. Also 22% of Czechs
between the age of 16 and 34
smoke cannabis at least once a
year, according to a recent report
by the European Monitoring
Centre for Drugs and Drug
Addiction.

Czech decriminalization of
small amounts of cannabis
possession does not, however
provide greater clarity to the
country’s policy on medical
marijuana. “Konopi Je Lek,” a
Czech non-profit organization
promoting medical marijuana
recently co-founded the country’s
first marijuana dispensary in
Prague despite there being no
medical marijuana laws on the
country’s books. The grand
opening of the dispensary on Sept.
28 was attended by Prague’s
Mayor Dr. Pavel Bem, who is also a
physician and proponent of
sensible use of the herb. Since

then, however, Prague police have
raided it, hauling away the
cannabis meant for patients, and
the dispensary is now looking for
growers to help restock its supply.
 —Sean Carney

What should a democratic state
do with an ex-dictator who a
document reveals 20 years after
the collapse of his regime to have
committed treason?

Defenders of former Polish
dictator Wojciech Jaruzelski have
often portrayed him as a tragic
figure who introduced martial law
in 1981 that led to imprisonments
and deaths to prevent a greater
evil: a Soviet military intervention.
But an archived document that
was released by a state-financed
historical institute on Tuesday
shows that Mr. Jaruzelski had a
long conversation with a Soviet
military leader just days before
introducing martial law, in which
he begged for that very

intervention if the situation gets
out of hand.

“Strikes are the best option for
us,” he tells Viktor Kulikov, the
Soviet marshal and the Warsaw
Pact’s commander-in-chief at the
time. “Workers will stay in place.
It will be worse when they leave
their workplaces and start
devastating the party committees
[of the communist party],
organize street demonstrations
etc. If this spreads to the entire
country, you will have to help us.
We can’t handle this alone.”

Mr. Jaruzelski’s archrival in the
communist era, Solidarity leader
Lech Walesa — who has previously
described the ex-dictator as a
complicated figure who shouldn’t
necessarily be faulted for his
actions—said shortly after the
document was published that the
communist general and
apparatchik should be tried for
treason.
 —Marcin Sobczyk

Gasparre Spatuzza, center, testified that Giuseppe Graviano told him Silvio Berlusconi ‘practically put the country in our hands.’

[ New Europe ]

By Stacy Meichtry

And Margherita Stancati

A top mobster serving multiple
life sentences for ordering a series
of deadly bombings is expected to
testify Friday in a trial that has
stirred up anxiety among the politi-
cal allies of Italian Prime Minister
Silvio Berlusconi.

Giuseppe Graviano is due to be
called to the stand in the appeals
trial of a former employee of one of
Mr. Berlusconi’s companies who is
challenging a nine-year prison sen-
tence for colluding with the Mafia.

Prosecutors in Palermo, where
the trial is taking place, are ex-
pected to ask Mr. Graviano whether
he can corroborate and elaborate on
comments made last week by a
former Mafia hitman, Gasparre
Spatuzza, people familiar with the
trial say. Mr. Spatuzza testified to
prosecutors that Mr. Graviano told
him that that Mr. Berlusconi “practi-
cally put the country in our hands”
before he was elected to his first
term as prime minister in the spring
of 1994.

Gianfranco Fini, a co-founder of
Mr. Berlusconi’s People of Freedom
Party and Speaker of Italy’s Lower
House of Parliament, on Nov. 6 de-
scribed the trial as an “atomic
bomb” that could rip apart Mr. Ber-
lusconi’s coalition government. Mr.
Fini’s spokesman confirmed his com-
ment, which was heard over an open
microphone at a ceremony com-
memorating a prosecutor killed by
the Mafia.

Umberto Bossi, the leader of the
Northern League, an influential
party in Mr. Berlusconi’s coalition,
told reporters on Thursday that he
was “certainly” worried Mr. Gravi-
ano’s court appearance could tar-
nish the government’s image.

Mr. Berlusconi isn’t involved in
the appeals trial, nor is he under in-
vestigation for any crime related to
the Mafia. It is possible, Mafia ex-
perts say, that Mr. Graviano might
not answer any of the prosecutors’
questions, since the Mafia’s code of

conduct forbids members from dis-
cussing business with outsiders. Mr.
Graviano’s failure to answer ques-
tions would weaken the impact of
the Mr. Spatuzza’s testimony.

That two of the premier’s closest
allies are voicing pre-emptive con-
cern underscores the quandary Mr.
Berlusconi’s government faces.

Italy’s billionaire premier is pop-
ular with Italian voters, and his gov-
erning coalition of center-right po-
litical parties has a comfortable ma-
jority in Parliament.

Still, six months of heightened
scrutiny of Mr. Berlusconi’s busi-
ness and personal life—including
the resumption of two criminal tri-
als, one for tax fraud, the other cor-
ruption, and the premier’s high-pro-
file divorce—have bred internal
strife among coalition members,
who fear their own political futures
could be at risk. Mr. Berlusconi has
maintained his innocence at both tri-
als.

The government has also been
distracted from urgent political mat-
ters, such as reining in Italy’s mas-
sive public debt and kick-starting
the Italian economy, which is emerg-
ing from one of its deepest reces-
sions in decades. Last week, tens of
thousands of people gathered in
Rome to protest against Mr. Berlus-
coni. Newspapers have brimmed
with coverage of the Palermo ap-
peals trial.

“These testimonies risk casting a
really sinister and dangerous
shadow on the image of the Berlus-
coni government, especially on the
international stage,” said Alessan-
dro Campi, director of the conserva-
tive think tank Fare Futuro.

Mr. Berlusconi’s lawyer, Piero
Longo, scoffed at the coming Gravi-
ano trial appearance. If the mobster
were to testify and implicate Mr. Ber-
lusconi in the trial in any way, “no
one would believe it,” said Mr.
Longo, who is also a member of Ita-

ly’s Senate. Mr. Longo added that
the premier would never resign.

Mr. Graviano’s forthcoming testi-
mony is part of the Italian judicia-
ry’s long-running struggle to ex-
tract information from top mob-
sters who have been locked up for
life. Top mafiosi are reservoirs of
sensitive information, and prosecu-
tors have in the past agreed to
lighten prison sentences or transfer
mobsters into witness-protection
programs in exchange for their testi-
mony in court.

Mr. Spatuzza, the hitman who ap-
peared in court last week, has been
temporarily placed in witness pro-
tection in exchange for his coopera-
tion with prosecutors. As part of
this new status, Mr. Spatuzza, who
had been serving multiple life
terms, appeared last week in the ap-
peals trial of Marcello Dell’Utri, an
Italian senator and former em-
ployee of Mr. Berlusconi’s media em-
pire who is appealing a 2004 convic-
tion for colluding with the Mafia.

During last week’s testimony,
Mr. Spatuzza appeared while wear-
ing a hunting cap and a face-conceal-
ing bandana. He recounted a conver-
sation he had with Mr. Graviano at a
café on Rome’s chic Via Veneto. Dur-
ing that meeting, Mr. Graviano told
Mr. Spatuzza that the crime syndi-
cate had received the blessing of
Messrs. Berlusconi and Dell’Utri, ac-
cording to Mr. Spatuzza’s testi-
mony. Mr. Graviano didn’t elabo-
rate, Mr. Spatuzza testified.

Lawyers for Messrs. Berlusconi
and Dell’Utri deny the two politi-
cians had any contact with any mem-
bers of the Mafia. Mr. Dell’Utri has
criticized the trial for glorifying a
group of men who have been con-
victed of committing heinous
crimes.

“Spatuzza gets sanctified for his
testimony while I get treated like a
vicious butcher,” Mr. Dell’Utri said
on late-night television talk show
earlier this week.

Lawyers for Mr. Berlusconi have
challenged the credibility of Mr.
Spatuzza’s testimony, noting that
his statements were based on hear-
say, not a direct encounter. The law-
yers have also questioned whether
someone with Mr. Spatuzza’s crimi-
nal record—the hitman has testified
to murdering “40 or so” people, in-
cluding a priest—made a credible
witness.

Mr. Graviano, who is known
within his crime family as “Mother
Nature,” isn’t under witness protec-
tion. Since his arrest in 1994 on
charges of ordering a series of bomb-
ings in response to a crackdown on
the Mafia, the mob boss has re-
mained in quasi-solitary confine-
ment under a special prison regime
designed to prevent convicted mob-
sters, terrorists and other threats to
national security from sending mes-
sages to people on the outside.

Mr. Graviano is expected to tes-
tify via video conference with his
face concealed for security reasons.
His brother, Filippo, is also due to
testify Friday via video conference.
Filippo, who is also serving multiple
life sentences for murder, is sec-
ond-in-command to his brother.
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Mobster rattles Berlusconi’s camp
Political allies fear impact of convicted killer’s scheduled testimony at appeals trial of premier’s former employee

Marijuana is now a personal matter for Czechs
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Major players � benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50,
the biggest and best known companies in
Europe, including the U.K.

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can see
spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes below
are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average

Europe: 12/1 0.84 100.74% 0.01% 1.00 0.78 0.86

Eur. High Volatility: 12/1 1.24 98.90 0.01 1.76 1.20 1.42

Europe Crossover: 12/1 5.02 99.89 0.05 6.15 4.87 5.31

Asia ex-Japan IG: 12/1 1.04 99.80 0.01 1.29 0.96 1.10

Japan: 12/1 1.41 98.04 0.01 1.68 0.99 1.32

Note: Data as of December 9

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for
corporate debt;
based on Markit
iTraxx indexes.

In percentage points
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Source: Markit Group
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Behind Europe's deals: Bank revenue rankings, Global
Behind every IPO, bond offering, merger deal or syndicated loan is one or more investment banks. Here are
investment banks ranked by year-to-date revenues from recent deals.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE
Revenue, Market Equity Debt Mergers &
in millions share capital markets capital markets acquisitions Loans

JPMorgan $5,091 9.4% 45% 28% 21% 6%

Bank of America Merrill Lynch 3,784 7.0 42 32 19 8

Goldman Sachs 3,678 6.8 46 21 32 1

Morgan Stanley 3,198 5.9 47 24 27 1

Citi 3,014 5.6 30 39 24 6

Credit Suisse 2,780 5.1 43 34 21 2

Deutsche Bank 2,595 4.8 35 41 20 4

UBS 2,578 4.8 47 25 26 2

Barclays Capital 1,874 3.5 21 55 18 7

Source: Dealogic

Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Merger Arbitrage 0.42% 0.68% 1.7% 7.7% 7.6%

Event Driven 0.52 1.29 4.8 15.0 14.5

Equity Long/Short -0.88 -0.45 -0.9 2.9 -3.1

*Estimates as of 12/09/09, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Tracking
credit
markets �
dealmakers
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Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 18
LAST: 10405.83 s 68.78, or 0.67%

YEAR TO DATE: s 1,629.44, or 18.6%

OVER 52 WEEKS s 1,840.74, or 21.5%

Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Thursday's best and worst...

Market value, Previous
in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

ING Groep Netherlands Life Insurance $34.3 6.03 7.43% 4.1% -76.9%

Barclays U.K. Banks 52.0 2.91 4.55 80.5 -58.7

ArcelorMittal Luxembourg Iron & Steel 65.0 28.30 4.24 51.2 -10.5

Nestle S.A. Switzerland Food Products 177.6 49.95 2.23 19.8 13.7

UBS Switzerland Banks 55.4 16.00 2.17 1.6 -75.9

Rio Tinto U.K. General Mining $77.0 30.95 -1.43% 148.1 31.5

Novartis Switzerland Pharmaceuticals 143.4 55.70 -0.54 1.0 -21.9

BP U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 192.7 5.74 -0.47 6.8 -0.6

BG Grp U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 62.1 10.68 -0.37 7.9 53.6

Anglo Amer U.K. General Mining 55.0 25.23 -0.28 64.7 -2.5

...And the rest of Europe's blue chips
Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

UniCredit 56.8 2.31 2.10% 67.2% -59.1%
Italy (Banks)

Soc. Generale 53.3 48.90 2.05 32.7 -56.7
France (Banks)

Unilever 54.5 21.59 2.03 23.6 5.6
Netherlands (Food Products)

HSBC Hldgs 199.4 7.13 2.00 9.1 -11.6
U.K. (Banks)

Bayer 65.0 53.41 1.83 34.1 31.9
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)

Allianz SE 55.4 83.16 1.79 11.1 -45.5
Germany (Full Line Insurance)

Diageo 46.9 10.46 1.65 12.6 5.1
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)

Deutsche Bk 44.1 48.22 1.51 73.0 -52.1
Germany (Banks)

BASF 57.2 42.25 1.49 64.7 18.0
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)

Siemens 82.8 61.50 1.47 26.9 -16.9
Germany (Diversified Industrials)

GlaxoSmithKline 120.6 12.98 1.41 8.4 -3.6
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)

AXA S.A. 52.9 15.88 1.28 1.6 -47.1
France (Full Line Insurance)

Telefonica S.A. 133.4 19.27 1.18 18.6 17.5
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)

E.ON 80.7 27.40 1.18 0.7 -19.7
Germany (Multiutilities)

GDF Suez 97.5 29.33 1.12 -1.1 -12.3
France (Multiutilities)

Total S.A. 147.8 42.78 1.06 3.4 -22.4
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)

Tesco 53.5 4.19 1.05 27.9 6.2
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)

Sanofi-Aventis S.A. 102.4 52.90 1.01 20.2 -24.1
France (Pharmaceuticals)

British Amer Tob 63.8 19.40 0.94 15.8 35.7
U.K. (Tobacco)

Vodafone Grp 133.4 1.41 0.82 6.7 -2.6
U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)

Latest,
Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

Credit Suisse Grp 59.1 51.25 0.79% 59.1% -38.2%
Switzerland (Banks)

BNP Paribas S.A. 95.5 54.81 0.75 20.7 -32.1
France (Banks)

Roche Hldg Part. Cert. 115.6 168.90 0.72 1.0 -22.7
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)

Nokia 47.5 8.61 0.70 -26.6 -44.6
Finland (Telecommunications Equipment)

Deutsche Telekom 65.4 10.18 0.69 -8.3 -26.9
Germany (Mobile Telecommunications)

SAP 54.6 30.26 0.55 18.6 -22.5
Germany (Software)

RWE 49.0 63.58 0.54 1.7 -29.0
Germany (Multiutilities)

Assicurazioni Gen 40.2 17.55 0.52 -7.5 -40.8
Italy (Full Line Insurance)

Daimler 54.7 35.03 0.47 39.5 -23.7
Germany (Automobiles)

Banco Santander 135.1 11.26 0.36 64.8 -14.8
Spain (Banks)

ENI 98.7 16.74 0.30 -8.3 -34.1
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)

Intesa Sanpaolo 52.5 3.01 0.25 28.1 -43.6
Italy (Banks)

Iberdrola S.A. 49.3 6.38 0.24 9.3 -23.6
Spain (Conventional Electricity)

L.M. Ericsson Tel B 28.4 67.50 0.22 9.8 -51.5
Sweden (Telecommunications Equipment)

France Telecom 67.0 17.19 0.06 -12.8 -16.7
France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)

ABB 41.5 18.34 0.05 14.6 -7.3
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)

Astrazeneca 66.0 27.96 ... 6.5 -3.2
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)

Banco Bilbao Viz 67.7 12.27 ... 44.7 -32.2
Spain (Banks)

BHP Billiton 67.1 18.50 -0.03 51.6 94.7
U.K. (General Mining)

Royal Dutch Shell A 105.4 20.20 -0.10 -0.5 -25.2
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group

DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 18.50 $27.76 0.20 0.73%
Alcoa AA 30.80 13.50 0.42 3.21
AmExpress AXP 8.00 40.23 0.35 0.88
BankAm BAC 235.80 15.21 -0.18 -1.17
Boeing BA 5.20 55.01 -0.46 -0.83
Caterpillar CAT 5.80 56.94 0.76 1.35
Chevron CVX 10.30 77.42 0.36 0.47
CiscoSys CSCO 31.40 23.94 0.08 0.34
CocaCola KO 14.10 58.58 0.75 1.30
Disney DIS 12.60 31.30 0.95 3.13
DuPont DD 7.50 31.91 0.32 1.01
ExxonMobil XOM 18.60 72.40 -0.39 -0.54
GenElec GE 51.80 15.61 -0.05 -0.32
HewlettPk HPQ 17.70 50.14 0.19 0.38
HomeDpt HD 10.40 27.99 0.44 1.60
Intel INTC 40.50 20.15 0.14 0.70
IBM IBM 6.40 129.34 0.95 0.74
JPMorgChas JPM 32.00 41.27 0.08 0.19
JohnsJohns JNJ 8.10 64.69 0.31 0.48
KftFoods KFT 7.90 26.68 -0.03 -0.11
McDonalds MCD 7.60 61.05 0.45 0.74
Merck MRK 13.80 37.54 0.39 1.05
Microsoft MSFT 38.00 29.87 0.16 0.54
Pfizer PFE 30.70 18.32 0.08 0.44
ProctGamb PG 8.50 62.24 0.00 0.00
3M MMM 4.80 80.68 0.94 1.18
TravelersCos TRV 3.10 50.76 0.66 1.32
UnitedTech UTX 4.30 67.93 0.52 0.77
Verizon VZ 12.30 33.66 0.36 1.08

WalMart WMT 9.40 54.69 0.62 1.15

Source: WSJ Market Data Group

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement...
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

EMI Group 930 –8 –33 171

Alliance Boots Hldgs 244 –7 –19 –27

Heineken NV 114 –5 –9 –18

Erste Group Bk 130 –5 –4 –3

Corus Group 638 –5 –21 –28

Gov Co Bk Irlnd 248 –5 –13 75

Raiffeisen Zentralbank
Oesterreich 151 –4 2 5

UPM Kymmene 276 –4 –13 12

Rallye 618 –3 –9 14

Anglian Wtr Svcs 72 –2 ... –6

And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Utd Kdom Gt Britn Nthn
Irlnd 83 7 13 26

Kdom Spain 96 8 12 23

Old Mut 271 8 –2 ...

Caja de Ahorros del
Mediterraneo 378 9 10 26

Intl Pwr 327 10 –55 –109

Cognis 483 10 –14 –72

Rep Irlnd 168 11 13 21

Hellenic Telecom Org 94 14 17 23

Hellenic Rep 225 14 53 76

Nationwide Bldg 110 16 15 9

Source: Markit Group

BLUE CHIPS � BONDS
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Gen. James
Jones has the
ramrod-straight
demeanor and
no-frills speaking
style befitting

someone who once was the
commandant of the Marine Corps.
And so it is with matter-of-fact
precision that President Barack
Obama’s national security adviser
describes where things stand in
the U.S. quest to walk back Iran’s
nuclear program.

“Iran still controls its destiny
on this issue,” he says in an
interview in his West Wing office.
The door to diplomatic discussion
with the Iranians remains ajar,
“but it’s not going to stay open
much longer.”

If Iran doesn’t show it’s
serious about addressing
international concerns that it is
pursuing nuclear weapons, the
action will shift in January to
imposing sanctions at the United
Nations Security Council. The
effort to pass a sanctions
resolution will take perhaps a
month. And steps to penalize Iran
may not stop there.

That, then, is the road just
ahead on the U.S. foreign-policy
problem most likely to dominate
2010. Washington is obsessed
right now with Afghanistan and
the tortured process of deciding
on a new dose of troops for that
troubled land. But Iran is moving
to the front burner, and soon.

The Obama administration has,
of course, tried the diplomatic
track with Iran that the president
championed in last year’s
presidential campaign, by
attending a high-profile October
meeting in Geneva. That produced
high drama, followed by great
promise, followed by frustration.

The drama came when, just
before the Geneva meeting, Mr.
Obama and his British and French
counterparts announced that Iran
was building a secret
uranium-enrichment facility,
undisclosed to U.N. watchdogs.
The promise came when, at the
meeting, Iran promised to open
that facility to inspectors and
seemed to agree to ship more
than half its low-enriched
uranium abroad to be refined into
fuel for a research reactor—a
step that would have removed a
big chunk of Iran’s potential
bomb-making material.

The frustration has come in the
weeks since, as Tehran has backed
away from that nuclear swap. It
hasn’t exactly said yes or no, and
tried to offer alternatives. So the
International Atomic Energy
Agency’s board of
governors—made up of 35
countries from around the
world—has formally censured Iran,
which responded by declaring,
with more bombast than realism,
that it would build 10 more
uranium-enrichment plants.

Meanwhile, Iran’s own internal
woes intensified this week, when
students and dissidents again
poured into Tehran’s streets to
protest the dubious summer
election that gave President

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad a second
term. Iran’s rulers appear both
distracted and imperiled, and
maybe not in a great position to
make tough international
decisions.

So now there is just uncertainty.
Gen. Jones says the diplomatic
track hasn’t yet reached a dead
end, nor the turn toward punitive
measures made. The administration
always intended that the door to
diplomacy would “stay open as
long as we could leave it open,” he
says. In reality, he adds, that means
“the end of this calendar year,
which is rapidly approaching.”

Then the game shifts to
sanctions. The point of
diplomacy and sanctions is the
same, Gen. Jones says: “The goal
very simply is to give Iran a
chance, without sanctions or
with sanctions, to give a clear
statement of policy with regard
to their future ambitions
concerning the development of
nuclear weapons and the delivery
means to go with them. As long
as there’s an open question on
both of those issues, then Iran is
just asking the world to trust
them. And Iran hasn’t reached
that status in the world where
people will just trust them.”

More bluntly, he says: “Our
goal is to get 1,200 kilograms of
low-enriched uranium out of Iran.”
Perhaps, he acknowledges, Iran
hasn’t agreed to consummate the
Geneva deal because, in the
tradition of the Middle Eastern
bazaar, it’s simply bargaining until
the last minute to get the best
deal it can. Hence, Tehran
suggested at one point that the
world simply bring in the fuel rods
before it lets go of any of its
uranium.

So maybe an Iranian turn to
the positive is still coming. “If Iran
pivots and does the right thing,
whether it’s Dec. 30 or Jan. 20,
that’s what everybody wants,” the
general says.

But in any case, the American
focus will be on sanctions next
month, and Gen. Jones seems
confident Russia and China are
moving Washington’s way on the
subject.

Turkey, though, is a potential
problem. Ankara is a traditional
bridge between Iran and the West,
and happens to hold a rotating
seat right now on the U.N.
Security Council. Turkish Prime
Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan
visited Washington this week, and
Mr. Obama asked him to “use his
good offices to convey the
seriousness of the situation to
Iran,” Gen. Jones says. Yet Mr.
Erdogan made clear that he
disapproved of sanctions.

Gen. Jones says merely that
there’s “hope” Turkey will come
along. Meanwhile, Israel, source of
many a veiled threat of military
action against Iran, is being
“thoughtful” and working on
sanctions planning.

A Security Council agreement
on sanctions might be followed by
tougher sanctions agreed upon by
the U.S. and its allies outside U.N.
channels. Gen. Jones can only
guess at the Iranians’ attitude, but
surmises: “They think they can
withstand anything the U.N. or the
coalition of like-minded nations
can put together. They might be
right. They might be wrong.”

By Gerald F. Seib

By Yaroslav Trofimov

KABUL—Afghanistan’s Western
backers increasingly favor postpon-
ing the nation’s parliamentary elec-
tion, scheduled for May, fearing that
another traumatic—and potentially
fraud-marred—campaign will un-
dermine the coalition’s counterin-
surgency strategy and create a new
round of political turmoil.

The decision on when to hold the
parliamentary poll rests with Presi-
dent Hamid Karzai’s administration
and the Independent Election Com-
mission he has appointed. However,
the U.S. and its allies have a crucial
say: holding the vote will be virtually
impossible without international
funding and the security assistance
provided by U.S.-led coalition forces.

Afghanistan’s presidential elec-
tion in August ended up undermining
Western efforts to stabilize the coun-
try: Almost a million votes cast for
Mr. Karzai were thrown out as fraudu-
lent, and his challenger, Abdullah Ab-
dullah, refused to participate in the
runoff, accusing election officials of
bias in favor of the incumbent. The
Taliban described that election’s out-
come as a victory for the insurgents,
due to the controversial process and
low turnout. Parliamentary elections,
with hundreds of candidates, are
likely to be even more contentious.

“The question now is—should

we go first for reforms, or carry on
with another election that will prob-
ably turn out to be even more prob-
lematic than the presidential one?”
a senior Western diplomat said.
“And can we afford to divert troops
to provide security for the election
instead of conducting operations?”

Mr. Karzai, in his inauguration
speech last month, said Afghanistan
will hold both the parliamentary
vote and the elections for district
councils next year, “in order to
strengthen the supervision of gov-
ernment decisions as an everlasting
principle in the country.” To con-
duct parliamentary elections by

May, as required by Afghanistan’s
constitution, the electoral process
must kick off in about two weeks.

The discussions among the U.S.,
European nations and other part-
ners about postponing the Afghan
vote are still in a preliminary stage,
with the broad consensus emerging
that the May date is unrealistic, dip-
lomats say.

The minimum delay, if it occurs, is
likely to be until August 2010. Many
Western diplomats, however, favor
pushing the parliamentary vote until
mid-2011, when a military surge re-
cently ordered by U.S. President
Barack Obama is expected to produce
a more secure environment in areas
of southern and eastern Afghanistan
where the Taliban managed to dis-
rupt the voting last August.

This, however, would present a
constitutional problem as the coun-
try will remain without a valid legis-
lature for more than a year. Coun-
tries such as Russia, India and Tur-
key have privately indicated that
they oppose such a long delay, a
Western diplomat involved in the ne-
gotiations said. How to proceed
with the election is likely to become
a key issue at the international con-
ference on Afghanistan scheduled
for January in London. A U.S. Em-
bassy spokesman in Kabul, John
Groch, said that “the entire nature
and timing of the election is an Af-
ghan matter.”

A tricky Afghan vote
U.S. seeks to delay an election that could undercut counterinsurgency

Gen. David Petraeus has said Afghan
violence will rise in the months ahead.

[ Capital Journal ]
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Follow the markets throughout the day with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at WSJ.com/Asia.

Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe and Asia. To sign up, go to WSJ.com/OnlineToday

Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest

EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia

Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;

NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract

Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 393.00 9.50 2.48% 712.25 315.50

Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 1027.00 -1.50 -0.15% 1,315.00 794.00

Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 537.00 1.75 0.33 1,029.25 459.00

Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 82.175 0.250 0.31 108.600 81.900

Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 3,417 6 0.18 3,439 1,994

Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 142.70 1.05 0.74 188.65 115.00

Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 23.26 1.11 5.01 26.25 11.91

Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 73.72 -0.70 -0.94 84.00 49.67

Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,521.00 -5 -0.20 2,606 2,013

Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 2,276 10 0.44 2,277 1,310

Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,382 9 0.66 1,955 1,295

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 310.30 -2.05 -0.66 365.00 135.50

Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 1126.20 5.30 0.47 1,227.50 762.30

Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1718.80 0.80 0.05 2,011.50 1,045.00

Aluminum ($/ton) LME 2,200.00 38.00 1.76 2,200.00 1,288.00

Tin ($/ton) LME 15,205.00 30.00 0.20 15,700.00 9,750.00

Copper ($/ton) LME 6,830.00 -138.00 -1.98 7,100.00 2,815.00

Lead ($/ton) LME 2,286.00 -23.00 -1.00 2,487.00 870.00

Zinc ($/ton) LME 2,294.00 -40.00 -1.71 2,406.00 1,065.00

Nickel ($/ton) LME 16,550 300 1.85 21,150 9,475

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 70.54 -0.13 -0.18 139.00 47.31

Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.9029 -0.0064 -0.34 4.1847 1.3640

RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.8351 -0.0222 -1.20 2.7100 1.1525

Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 5.298 0.400 8.17 12.920 4.432

Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 72.73 -0.53 -0.72 145.00 50.00

Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 587.00 -20.50 -3.37 790.00 443.50

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

WSJ.com

Currencies London close on Dec. 10

Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 5.5949 0.1787 3.8013 0.2631

Brazil real 2.5989 0.3848 1.7658 0.5663

Canada dollar 1.5486 0.6457 1.0522 0.9504

1-mo. forward 1.5486 0.6457 1.0522 0.9504

3-mos. forward 1.5487 0.6457 1.0522 0.9504

6-mos. forward 1.5488 0.6457 1.0523 0.9503

Chile peso 731.58 0.001367 497.05 0.002012

Colombia peso 2975.42 0.0003361 2021.55 0.0004947

Ecuador US dollar-f 1.4719 0.6794 1 1

Mexico peso-a 19.0995 0.0524 12.9765 0.0771

Peru sol 4.2264 0.2366 2.8715 0.3483

Uruguay peso-e 28.922 0.0346 19.650 0.0509

U.S. dollar 1.4719 0.6794 1 1

Venezuela bolivar 3.16 0.316405 2.15 0.465701

ASIA-PACIFIC

Australia dollar 1.6060 0.6227 1.0912 0.9165

China yuan 10.0480 0.0995 6.8268 0.1465

Hong Kong dollar 11.4079 0.0877 7.7507 0.1290

India rupee 68.4778 0.0146 46.5250 0.0215

Indonesia rupiah 13890 0.0000720 9437 0.0001060

Japan yen 130.00 0.007692 88.33 0.011322

1-mo. forward 129.97 0.007694 88.30 0.011324

3-mos. forward 129.93 0.007697 88.27 0.011328

6-mos. forward 129.81 0.007704 88.19 0.011339

Malaysia ringgit-c 5.0006 0.2000 3.3975 0.2943

New Zealand dollar 2.0169 0.4958 1.3703 0.7298

Pakistan rupee 123.856 0.0081 84.150 0.0119

Philippines peso 67.845 0.0147 46.095 0.0217

Singapore dollar 2.0452 0.4889 1.3896 0.7197

South Korea won 1715.44 0.0005829 1165.50 0.0008580

Taiwan dollar 47.533 0.02104 32.295 0.03096

Thailand baht 48.748 0.02051 33.120 0.03019

Per In

EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.6794 1.4719

1-mo. forward 1.0001 0.9999 0.6795 1.4717

3-mos. forward 1.0003 0.9997 0.6796 1.4714

6-mos. forward 1.0009 0.9991 0.6800 1.4706

Czech Rep. koruna-b 25.768 0.0388 17.508 0.0571

Denmark krone 7.4418 0.1344 5.0561 0.1978

Hungary forint 272.54 0.003669 185.17 0.005401

Norway krone 8.4751 0.1180 5.7581 0.1737

Poland zloty 4.1466 0.2412 2.8173 0.3549

Russia ruble-d 44.738 0.02235 30.396 0.03290

Sweden krona 10.4394 0.0958 7.0927 0.1410

Switzerland franc 1.5113 0.6617 1.0268 0.9739

1-mo. forward 1.5110 0.6618 1.0266 0.9741

3-mos. forward 1.5103 0.6621 1.0262 0.9745

6-mos. forward 1.5091 0.6627 1.0253 0.9753

Turkey lira 2.2029 0.4539 1.4967 0.6681

U.K. pound 0.9057 1.1041 0.6154 1.6251

1-mo. forward 0.9059 1.1039 0.6155 1.6247

3-mos. forward 0.9063 1.1034 0.6157 1.6241

6-mos. forward 0.9068 1.1028 0.6161 1.6232

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA

Bahrain dinar 0.5549 1.8022 0.3770 2.6525

Egypt pound-a 8.0713 0.1239 5.4838 0.1824

Israel shekel 5.5540 0.1800 3.7735 0.2650

Jordan dinar 1.0417 0.9600 0.7078 1.4129

Kuwait dinar 0.4198 2.3822 0.2852 3.5063

Lebanon pound 2211.45 0.0004522 1502.50 0.0006656

Saudi Arabia riyal 5.5201 0.1812 3.7505 0.2666

South Africa rand 11.0824 0.0902 7.5296 0.1328

United Arab dirham 5.4061 0.1850 3.6730 0.2723

SDR -f 0.9247 1.0814 0.6283 1.5917

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights
from the International Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

50 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 243.89 2.47 1.02% 23.9% 19.7%

22 DJ Stoxx 50 2474.66 26.49 1.08 19.8 15.5

60 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 265.18 2.70 1.03 19.0 17.8

20 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2851.29 33.19 1.18 16.3 14.7

27 Austria ATX 2491.72 45.80 1.87 42.3 41.4

14 Belgium Bel-20 2483.59 13.04 0.53 30.1 32.1

16 Czech Republic PX 1101.0 -4.9 -0.44% 28.3 29.9

18 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 311.38 -1.28 -0.41 37.7 31.6

19 Finland OMX Helsinki 6173.43 46.93 0.77 14.2 11.6

18 France CAC-40 3798.38 40.99 1.09 18.0 14.9

... Germany DAX 5709.02 61.18 1.08 18.7 19.8

... Hungary BUX 20551.62 191.52 0.94 67.9 62.1

16 Ireland ISEQ 2875.32 20.93 0.73 22.7 10.6

16 Italy FTSE MIB 22385.67 149.44 0.67 15.0 13.8

... Netherlands AEX 317.69 4.81 1.54 29.2 24.7

13 Norway All-Shares 409.07 5.61 1.39 51.4 53.7

17 Poland WIG 39169.19 -81.91 -0.21 43.9 39.1

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

15 Portugal PSI 20 8122.68 63.14 0.78 28.1 31.5

... Russia RTSI 1351.98 3.06 0.23% 114.0 101.7

11 Spain IBEX 35 11594.7 53.5 0.46 26.1 26.3

15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 297.86 0.69 0.23 45.9 43.3

14 Switzerland SMI 6410.64 58.93 0.93 15.8 11.9

11 Turkey ISE National 100 49594.50 409.55 0.83 84.6 106.3

14 U.K. FTSE 100 5244.37 40.48 0.78 18.3 19.5

32 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 121.82 -0.95 -0.77% 30.2 33.4

... Australia SPX/ASX 200 4606.66 -31.23 -0.67 23.8 28.0

... China CBN 600 29138.66 188.04 0.65 97.3 77.3

20 Hong Kong Hang Seng 21700.04 -41.72 -0.19 50.8 39.0

19 India Sensex 17189.31 64.09 0.37 78.2 78.2

... Japan Nikkei Stock Average 9862.82 -141.90 -1.42 11.3 13.1

... Singapore Straits Times 2781.86 -15.35 -0.55 57.9 55.1

11 South Korea Kospi 1652.73 18.56 1.14 47.0 43.2

21 AMERICAS DJ Americas 291.84 1.99 0.69 29.1 31.2

... Brazil Bovespa 68756.13 744.15 1.09 83.1 76.6

20 Mexico IPC 31878.28 208.07 0.66 42.4 48.1

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.0912 1.7732 1.0627 0.1538 0.0359 0.1895 0.0124 0.2892 1.6060 0.2158 1.0371 ...

Canada 1.0522 1.7098 1.0247 0.1483 0.0346 0.1827 0.0119 0.2788 1.5486 0.2081 ... 0.9642

Denmark 5.0561 8.2164 4.9241 0.7129 0.1663 0.8781 0.0572 1.3399 7.4418 ... 4.8055 4.6337

Euro 0.6794 1.1041 0.6617 0.0958 0.0224 0.1180 0.0077 0.1800 ... 0.1344 0.6457 0.6227

Israel 3.7735 6.1321 3.6750 0.5320 0.1241 0.6553 0.0427 ... 5.5540 0.7463 3.5865 3.4582

Japan 88.3250 143.5325 86.0197 12.4529 2.9058 15.3393 ... 23.4067 130.0012 17.4690 83.9472 80.9454

Norway 5.7581 9.3572 5.6078 0.8118 0.1894 ... 0.0652 1.5259 8.4751 1.1388 5.4727 5.2770

Russia 30.3960 49.3950 29.6026 4.2855 ... 5.2788 0.3441 8.0551 44.7384 6.0117 28.8894 27.8564

Sweden 7.0927 11.5260 6.9076 ... 0.2333 1.2318 0.0803 1.8796 10.4394 1.4028 6.7411 6.5001

Switzerland 1.0268 1.6686 ... 0.1448 0.0338 0.1783 0.0116 0.2721 1.5113 0.2031 0.9759 0.9410

U.K. 0.6154 ... 0.5993 0.0868 0.0202 0.1069 0.0070 0.1631 0.9057 0.1217 0.5849 0.5640

U.S. ... 1.6251 0.9739 0.1410 0.0329 0.1737 0.0113 0.2650 1.4719 0.1978 0.9504 0.9165

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of December 10, 2009

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

2.50% 25 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 294.02 -0.27% 29.1% 33.6%

2.50 26 World (Developed Markets) 1,148.93 -0.21 24.9 28.7

2.30 29 World ex-EMU 134.42 -0.04 24.9 27.3

2.40 30 World ex-UK 1,146.00 -0.14 24.0 28.7

3.10 26 EAFE 1,560.10 -0.89 26.1 33.5

2.20 20 Emerging Markets (EM) 962.60 -0.68 69.8 82.7

3.40 17 EUROPE 83.94 -1.02 20.9 16.1

3.70 18 EMU 177.08 -1.10 24.6 36.8

3.30 21 Europe ex-UK 92.42 -1.05 19.1 18.7

4.00 15 Europe Value 94.70 -1.16 22.2 17.0

2.80 20 Europe Growth 72.30 -0.89 19.6 15.2

2.40 25 Europe Small Cap 149.93 -1.37 48.5 42.5

2.00 13 EM Europe 257.28 -0.66 62.0 44.1

3.60 12 UK 1,546.25 -0.38 17.6 21.8

2.70 24 Nordic Countries 132.00 -0.59 34.6 29.6

1.50 13 Russia 703.32 -0.52 70.6 61.2

2.80 15 South Africa 680.24 -0.84 17.5 22.5

2.60 25 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 405.98 -0.66 64.1 78.5

1.80 -35 Japan 552.17 -1.38 4.2 7.1

1.90 20 China 64.86 -1.55 59.0 75.7

1.00 21 India 693.94 -0.77 87.9 100.4

1.10 24 Korea 467.65 0.43 52.4 56.5

2.70 315 Taiwan 281.57 0.21 62.4 68.1

1.90 32 US BROAD MARKET 1,209.65 0.33 23.1 25.1

1.40 -30 US Small Cap 1,598.52 0.02 28.2 34.9

3.10 17 EM LATIN AMERICA 4,053.24 -0.37 95.1 99.8

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including
foreign stock quotations, futures and futures options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds
are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.25% 20 DJ Global Index -a 223.58 0.39% 34.4%

1.89 21 Global Dow 1252.70 0.54% 18.4% 1955.30 0.21 31.5

2.72 50 Stoxx 600 243.90 1.02 19.7 268.13 0.85 33.1

2.84 38 Stoxx Large 200 260.80 1.09 16.7 285.12 0.91 29.9

2.17 -90 Stoxx Mid 200 227.10 0.74 33.4 248.24 0.57 48.4

2.14 -87 Stoxx Small 200 143.80 0.67 41.8 157.17 0.50 57.8

2.81 62 Euro Stoxx 265.20 1.03 17.8 291.53 0.85 31.1

2.92 50 Euro Stoxx Large 200 282.10 1.09 15.5 308.19 0.92 28.5

2.25 -3381 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 245.30 0.83 25.6 267.94 0.66 39.8

2.25 -84 Euro Stoxx Small 200 160.70 0.44 40.1 175.36 0.27 55.9

4.74 17 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1401.70 0.81 16.0 1765.80 0.63 29.1

3.98 23 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1667.50 0.90 19.1 2108.65 0.73 32.5

Price-to-
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)

yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

4.04% 15 U.S. Select Dividend -d 644.60 0.60% 16.3%

3.99 17 Infrastructure 1417.50 0.90% 15.5% 1986.25 0.57 28.3

1.48 25 Luxury 829.20 0.71 35.8 1033.19 0.38 50.9

6.09 6 BRIC 50 420.30 0.32 58.4 588.90 -0.01 76.0

2.83 14 Africa 50 711.00 1.22 21.0 663.27 0.89 34.4

4.02 12 GCC 1271.95 2.48 -18.0

2.70 19 Sustainability 804.50 0.84 19.2 998.31 0.51 32.4

2.20 15 Islamic Market -a 1939.07 0.46 35.6

2.50 16 Islamic Market 100 1665.90 0.72 10.7 2095.36 0.39 23.0

4.67 13 Islamic Turkey -c 2749.30 -0.30 59.7
1.81 28 DJ U.S. TSM 11292.44 0.46 29.7

DJ-UBS Commodity 123.90 0.85 4.2 132.48 0.68 15.9

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note:All data as of 2 p.m.ET. Source: DowJones Indexes
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An unemployed research scientist at a job fair in New York Wednesday. Economists in a survey broadly agreed that there is a slow recovery in the U.S. jobs market.
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By Sudeep Reddy

The net worth of U.S. households
rose 5% in the third quarter as stock
markets continued rebounding, the
Federal Reserve said Thursday.

The gain in the July-September
period to $53.4 trillion marked the
second straight quarterly increase
after Americans’ wealth declined
sharply during the financial crisis.

The figures were included in the
central bank’s quarterly flow-of-
funds report, a comprehensive snap-
shot of the financial position of con-
sumers and businesses. The data
showed households and firms con-
tinuing to reshape their balance
sheets—paying down debt even as
assets regain value—as they re-
cover from the deep recession.

Rising equity prices were key to

raising household wealth, which
peaked at about $65 trillion in 2007.
The Fed data showed financial as-
sets overall rising 5.6% during the
latest quarter. The Dow Jones Indus-
trial Average rose 15% during that
July-September period and has con-
tinued climbing, suggesting net
worth in the fourth quarter could
continue climbing. That likely
would spur Americans to boost
their spending, raising growth pros-
pects into 2010.

Household debt contracted at a
2.6% annual rate, the largest decline
on record, as mortgage and credit-
card borrowing fell. Nonfinancial
business debt also declined at a
2.6% pace, the central bank said.

The exception came in the public
sector, where government borrow-
ing rose. Federal debt increased at

an annual rate of nearly 21%—the
fifth straight increase of more than
20%—as the U.S. ramped up borrow-
ing and spending to boost the econ-
omy. Debt held by local and state
governments climbed at a 5.1% pace.

Household mortgage debt con-
tracted at a 3.6% annual rate, reflect-
ing continuing adjustments in the
real-estate market.

Businesses increasingly looked
to internal funds to finance invest-
ments. The corporate financing gap,
which reflects how much firms must
raise externally, hit a negative-$189
billion from a negative-$153 billion
in the April-June period. The wide
gap “indicates that firms have am-
ple resources to finance expansion
without having to tap credit markets
or bank relationships,” said T. Rowe
Price economist Alan Levenson.

By Phil Izzo

The U.S. government should do
more to help businesses create
jobs amid a continuing bleak out-
look for the labor market, accord-
ing to the majority of economists
in the latest Wall Street Journal
forecasting survey.

Twenty-seven of the 51 econo-
mists, not all of whom answered
every question, said the govern-
ment should pursue policies that
encourage hiring, though they
were divided on what actions law-
makers should take. Sixteen econo-
mists backed some form of tax cut
or credit, while eight called for
more aid to state and local govern-
ments. The rest were split among
other options.

“The cost of joblessness is
huge, both economically and soci-
etally,” said Allen Sinai of Decision
Economics.

The survey was conducted prior
to President Barack Obama’s speech
this week, when he outlined a broad
plan for jobs creation. His proposals
include putting an additional $50
billion toward infrastructure spend-
ing, ramping up Treasury Depart-
ment lending to small businesses
through the Troubled Asset Relief
Program, a hiring tax credit, extend-
ing tax credits for business invest-
ment and offering state and local
governments a fresh lifeline.

Though most of the surveyed
economists supported government
intervention, a sizable number
said lawmakers shouldn’t do any-
thing more to stimulate the jobs
market. “There are no silver bul-
lets and we would probably all do
better if the repaid and unused

TARP funds were used to minimize
the deficit and hold interest on the
debt down,” said Diane Swonk of
Mesirow Financial.

Indeed, 14 economists echoed Re-
publican complaints that the
Obama administration’s agenda is
creating an atmosphere of uncer-
tainty that is keeping companies
from hiring.

“Uncertainty on health and cli-
mate taxes far outweighs any pro-
posed policies,” said Stephen Stan-
ley of RBS.

]The economists may be di-
vided on the government’s role in
spurring hiring, but there is broad
agreement that there is a slow re-
covery in the jobs market. Just
four respondents expected the un-

employment rate to drop below 9%
by December of next year, and the
average forecast remained at 9.6%
despite a much better than ex-
pected Commerce Department re-
port on employment in November
that showed a decline in the job-
less rate to 10%.

The economists, on average, ex-
pect the economy to start adding
about 100,000 jobs a month over the
next year, but that figure, which ba-
sically represents the number of
jobs that need to be created in order
to make up for new entrants into the
work force, won’t do much to bring
down the unemployment rate.

Though the jobless rate has sur-
passed even some of the most pessi-
mistic forecasts from earlier this

year, the economists said it would
have been worse without the $787
billion stimulus package. On aver-
age, respondents said that without
government intervention, the unem-
ployment rate would have been at
10.5% in November and the package
added 1.3 percentage points to the
2.8% seasonally adjusted annual-
ized rate of growth recorded in the
third quarter. The stimulus is seen
adding 1.1 percentage points to
growth in the fourth quarter.

One area on which the econo-
mists want the government to focus
is regulation. A resolution program
for too-big-to-fail institutions was
chosen as the top priority by 12, the
plurality of respondents who an-
swered the question, while banks’

capital requirements came in a
close second with 11 supporters.
Nine are seeking more clarity on the
Federal Reserve’s role as regulator.
But amid competing and disparate
proposals from Rep. Barney Frank
(D., Mass.) in the House of Represen-
tatives and Sen. Chris Dodd (D.,
Conn.) in the Senate, the econo-
mists weren’t optimistic that regula-
tion would be effective. On average,
they put just a 1-in-3 chance that
any overhaul passed by Congress
would make the financial system sig-
nificantly safer.

“Better regulation is necessary,
but many legislators appear more in-
terested in retribution than in fu-
ture stability,” said Lou Crandall at
Wrightson ICAP.

Agree
27 economists

Disagree
18 economists

Hiring decision
Do you agree or disagree: 
The government should pursue 
policies to spur hiring.

Source: WSJ survey of economists

By Dionne Searcey

The U.S. has been cracking down
on bribery by American companies
seeking a business advantage
abroad, but it still permits small-
scale bribes to speed a phone hookup
or otherwise grease the wheels of
overseas commerce. Now the Organi-
zation for Economic Cooperation
and Development is calling for a ban
on those payments as well. The OECD
said Wednesday that such so-called
facilitation payments are “corrosive…
particularly on sustainable economic
development and the rule of law.”

Some antibribery experts say
U.S. policy on the matter is inconsis-
tent. The Justice Department is ag-
gressively enforcing bans on over-
seas bribery with record fines and
prosecutions under the Foreign Cor-
rupt Practices Act, which prohibits

companies that trade on U.S. stock
exchanges from bribing govern-
ment officials abroad to gain a busi-
ness edge. The FCPA doesn’t include
a dollar limit, but the Justice Depart-
ment has typically targeted compa-
nies that have paid a long trail of high-
dollar bribes over several years.

The facilitation payments, nick-
named “grease payments,” are an ex-
ception to the FCPA and include
bribes to obtain mail service or un-
load cargo at customs, according to
the Justice Department Web site.
Such payments must be recorded.
Besides the U.S., only a handful of
countries permit companies to make
such payments, including South Ko-
rea, Canada and New Zealand, accord-
ing to lawyers who specialize in
FCPA cases. Justice Department offi-
cials declined to comment on the
OECD’s recommendation.

A call to rethink bribesAmericans’ net worth rises

Economists urge more action on jobs
U.S. government needs to do more to help business expand employment in a dim labor market, analysts say in a survey
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com
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Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 12/09 JPY 492.05 12.3 18.0 -21.7
Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 12/09 USD 9.33 10.6 11.9 -6.8
Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 12/09 USD 11.42 11.8 13.9 0.6
Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 12/09 EUR 10.83 21.0 22.3 -0.9
Andorfons EU BD AND 12/09 EUR 14.51 21.7 21.9 -2.2
Andorfons Alternative Premium OT OT AND 10/31 EUR 97.70 5.7 -0.1 -8.7
Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 12/09 EUR 9.43 16.4 16.7 -9.9
Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 12/09 EUR 9.03 11.1 11.1 -17.2

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited AS EQ MUS 12/04 USD 258874.38 91.9 110.6 -0.5

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 9.13 -5.6 -5.5 -3.4
DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 200.97 14.7 16.2 -10.6
DJE-Alpha Glbl P EU BA LUX 12/10 EUR 174.76 13.6 15.5 -7.2
DJE-Div& Substanz P GL EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 208.86 19.4 22.3 -6.9
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 169.47 29.6 44.1 -5.2
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 12/10 EUR 130.31 8.9 10.7 3.3
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 160.26 72.6 49.2 -6.7
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 156.03 72.0 48.5 -7.9
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 17.13 19.5 20.1 -5.9
LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 16.53 82.7 79.9 -12.9

n HERMES FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (EGYPT) LIMITED, AMSALES@EFG-HERMES.COM
Tel: 9714 363 4041 *Middle East & Developing Africa Fund
EFG-Hermes Egypt GL EQ BMU 11/30 USD 37.39 8.1 17.6 -22.2
EFG-Hermes MEDA* GL EQ BMU 11/30 USD 22.90 9.3 18.7 -18.4
EFG-Hermes Saudi Arabia Equity EA EQ SAU 11/24 SAR 6.05 27.6 21.8 NS
EFG-Hermes Telecom OT EQ BMU 11/30 USD 28.65 11.7 14.1 -13.0

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 12/09 USD 346.24 41.0 49.3 5.3
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 12/09 USD 210.20 60.5 69.3 -13.0
Sel Euro Equity EUR US EQ GGY 12/09 EUR 94.26 26.5 21.0 -20.6
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 12/09 USD 183.99 33.8 38.1 -20.5
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 12/09 USD 189.54 32.0 37.4 -17.9
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 12/09 USD 144.84 12.3 17.4 -0.6
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 12/09 USD 147.43 63.1 75.3 -9.9
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 12/09 USD 122.69 21.8 24.9 -16.2
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 12/09 USD 166.53 27.4 37.0 -16.5

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 12/09 EUR 24.36 -7.1 -10.9 -42.4
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 12/09 EUR 31.63 62.0 77.7 -22.0

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Basteja Blvd. 14, Riga, LV-1050, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Caspian Sea Eq EU EQ LVA 12/09 EUR 3.71 76.7 60.6 -35.2
Parex Eastern Europ Bal OT OT LVA 12/09 EUR 13.43 56.5 56.7 -1.2
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 12/09 USD 14.61 67.5 66.4 3.6
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 12/09 USD 19.27 122.5 117.5 -20.9

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Agriculture-Pca OT OT LUX 12/09 EUR 115.11 NS NS NS
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 12/10 USD 171.93 55.0 54.6 -15.6
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 12/10 USD 163.70 53.8 53.3 -16.4
PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 275.64 -3.3 5.8 -11.4
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 12/09 CHF 124.20 0.2 0.2 1.0
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 12/09 CHF 93.39 0.2 0.2 1.0
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 113.20 39.2 44.6 -9.3
PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 290.35 117.4 110.3 -24.6
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 12/10 USD 519.98 70.9 72.8 -16.4
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 96.28 25.9 20.6 -16.9
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 386.40 3.5 3.7 3.3
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 283.35 3.5 3.7 3.3
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 148.17 18.6 20.3 6.3
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 100.45 18.6 20.3 6.3
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 143.92 59.6 61.7 0.3

PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 78.88 59.6 61.7 0.3
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 12/09 EUR 135.96 1.0 1.2 2.4
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 12/09 EUR 96.66 1.0 1.2 2.4
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 12/09 EUR 102.40 0.5 0.7 NS
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 12/09 EUR 99.92 0.5 0.7 NS
PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 387.11 26.5 24.4 -21.0
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 127.14 25.7 20.1 -18.2
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 12/09 USD 242.58 28.1 38.5 10.0
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 12/09 USD 157.54 28.0 38.4 10.0
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 12/10 USD 340.38 60.0 54.2 -11.9
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 12/10 USD 355.26 85.4 88.8 -17.1
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 12/10 JPY 8512.25 4.5 7.5 -24.5
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 12/10 JPY 7473.12 2.4 5.6 -27.8
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 12/10 JPY 7250.94 1.7 4.9 -28.2
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 12/10 JPY 4242.13 8.1 12.0 -23.9
PF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 43.17 NS NS NS
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 12/10 USD 265.18 67.5 75.1 -10.2
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 12/09 CHF 782.75 13.5 9.9 -4.5
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 61.84 40.1 35.3 -10.9
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 60.32 164.1 141.0 NS
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 96.13 34.5 42.2 -7.2
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 430.86 32.0 33.7 -17.2
PF (LUX)-Timber-Pca OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 101.73 51.0 56.2 NS
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 12/09 USD 100.34 22.9 27.3 -12.4
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 12/09 USD 89.05 22.8 25.0 -13.4
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 12/09 USD 517.22 -2.5 -0.5 5.1
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 12/09 USD 369.82 -2.5 -0.5 5.1
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 12/09 USD 131.04 0.7 0.7 1.7
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 12/09 USD 84.85 0.6 0.7 1.7
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 101.56 0.3 0.4 NS
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 100.06 0.3 0.4 NS
PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 118.41 15.0 11.8 -13.3
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 12/10 USD 171.09 3.8 10.0 7.9
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 12/10 USD 138.74 3.8 10.0 7.9

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 12/09 USD 12.80 63.3 70.0 -6.6
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 12/10 USD 15.85 7.9 14.0 -5.2
Polar Healthcare Class I USD OT OT IRL 12/09 USD 12.59 NS NS NS
Polar Healthcare Class R USD OT OT IRL 12/09 USD 12.57 NS NS NS

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 10/30 USD 117.63 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 10/30 USD 10.14 35.9 -24.7 -17.9
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 10/30 USD 136.30 7.9 11.9 10.8
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 10/30 USD 223.04 24.6 24.7 -0.1
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 06/30 USD 14.25 2.2 -4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 309.60 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 10/30 USD 187.87 13.3 12.2 6.1

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: +6221 25574 883 Fax: +6221 25574 893 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 12/02 USD 123.32 113.8 166.8 -3.6

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 12/09 EUR 675.30 19.8 18.5 -17.9
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 12/09 EUR 791.82 20.4 19.0 NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 12/09 EUR 1244.43 9.9 10.3 -0.3
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 12/09 EUR 1328.04 10.5 10.9 0.3
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 12/09 EUR 1144.17 35.0 31.2 -20.1
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 12/09 EUR 1225.17 35.7 32.0 -19.7
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 12/09 EUR 630.38 26.9 25.7 -19.5
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 12/09 EUR 905.62 27.6 26.4 -19.0
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 12/09 EUR 1372.05 14.6 16.9 3.2
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 12/09 EUR 1455.77 15.2 17.6 3.8
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 12/09 EUR 1094.20 11.6 8.8 4.4
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 12/09 EUR 1164.92 12.3 9.5 5.0
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 12/09 USD 880.11 32.0 43.8 -19.5
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 12/09 USD 907.02 32.8 44.6 -19.0
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 12/09 EUR 781.53 24.6 33.3 -21.1
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 12/09 GBP 73.59 24.1 33.2 -20.7
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 12/09 EUR 1588.79 40.5 47.4 3.0
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 12/09 EUR 1699.63 41.3 48.3 3.7
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 12/09 JPY 11306.38 9.4 15.9 -24.1
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 12/09 JPY 12046.45 10.0 16.6 -23.6
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 12/09 USD 2229.15 73.3 83.3 -9.1
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 12/09 USD 2378.12 74.3 84.4 -8.6
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 12/09 EUR 918.57 27.8 24.2 -18.6
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 12/09 EUR 978.86 28.5 25.0 -18.2
US Equity A US EQ IRL 12/09 USD 855.40 27.8 30.8 -15.1
US Equity B US EQ IRL 12/09 USD 915.52 28.6 31.6 -14.6
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 12/09 USD 1231.58 22.5 30.1 -16.5
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 12/09 USD 1319.00 23.2 30.9 -16.0

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se

n SEB Fund 1
Asset Sele C EUR OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 14.04 -0.6 0.2 10.5
Asset Sele C H-CHF OT OT LUX 12/10 CHF 97.43 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-GBP OT OT LUX 12/10 GBP 98.62 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-JPY OT OT LUX 12/10 JPY 9787.47 NS NS NS
Asset Sele C H-NOK OT OT LUX 12/10 NOK 112.59 0.0 1.3 NS
Asset Sele C H-SEK OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 140.87 -1.2 -0.4 10.9

Asset Sele C H-USD OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 98.54 NS NS NS
Asset Sele D H-SEK OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 132.20 -1.2 -0.4 NS
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 12/10 SEK 75.40 25.3 17.4 -20.5
Choice Global Value -D- OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 72.24 25.3 17.4 -20.6
Choice Global Value -I- OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 6.46 32.7 19.9 -23.7
Choice Japan Fd -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 JPY 44.86 -0.2 2.9 -26.3
Choice Japan Fd -D- OT OT LUX 12/10 JPY 40.34 -0.2 2.9 -26.3
Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 12/10 JPY 48.22 7.7 10.8 -28.4
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 12/10 USD 3.82 36.5 34.4 -14.7
Ethical Europe Fd OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 1.89 26.3 21.6 -22.2
Europe 1 Fd OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 2.72 30.5 25.4 -21.6
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 3.86 26.5 21.1 -23.0
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 0.57 21.5 14.0 -15.4
Global Fd -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 2.10 25.9 27.5 -16.6
Global Fd -D- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 1.31 25.9 27.5 NS
Nordic Fd OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 5.42 36.7 33.4 -11.2

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 7.32 61.6 60.7 -11.4
Choice Asia ex. Japan -D- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 1.29 61.6 60.7 NS
Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 10.31 -5.5 -5.5 0.4
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 10.21 -6.0 -5.9 0.0
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 95.78 -9.3 -9.4 NS
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 106.47 -6.0 -5.9 0.0
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 7.71 20.8 17.3 -10.7
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 76.44 53.2 45.8 -12.5
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 12/10 NOK 80.78 53.2 45.8 -12.5
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 12/10 SEK 85.26 53.2 45.8 -12.5
Russia Fd OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 8.13 143.6 107.8 -18.5

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 12/10 USD 1.78 28.1 27.9 -14.8
Ethical Glbl Fd -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 0.82 23.1 19.3 NS
Ethical Glbl Fd -D- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 0.80 33.7 36.3 -14.6
Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 12/10 SEK 41.14 49.2 44.3 -4.1
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 12/10 SEK 13.26 4.1 5.3 4.6
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 12/10 USD 3.27 14.0 19.6 -8.6
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 12/10 SEK 8.80 1.1 1.2 2.2
Technology Fd -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 0.20 NS NS NS
Technology Fd -D- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 2.43 55.8 52.5 -8.0
World Fd -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 28.48 NS NS NS
World Fd -D- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 2.16 34.8 38.9 -9.9

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 1.27 0.0 0.1 1.1
Short Bond Fd EUR -D- OT OT LUX 12/10 NA 0.50 NS NS NS
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 12/10 SEK 21.95 1.8 2.0 2.4
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 12/10 USD 2.49 -0.3 -0.3 0.8

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 10/22 SEK 10.34 2.8 3.9 0.8
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 10/22 SEK 8.95 2.8 3.9 0.8
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 10/23 SEK 25.85 2.5 3.4 0.6
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 10/23 SEK 8.05 2.5 3.4 0.6
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 10/22 SEK 11.09 2.6 3.7 3.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 10/22 SEK 10.14 2.6 3.7 3.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 10/23 SEK 21.68 2.5 3.6 2.9
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 10/23 SEK 8.21 2.5 3.6 2.9
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 12/10 SEK 42.88 3.2 5.2 6.7
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 12/10 SEK 12.45 3.3 5.3 6.1
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 12/10 EUR 1.27 16.4 17.4 3.8
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 12/10 EUR 0.97 16.4 17.1 3.7
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 12/10 SEK 12.60 17.2 19.7 2.2
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 12/10 SEK 9.52 17.2 19.7 2.3
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 12/10 EUR 104.99 1.1 3.6 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 12/10 EUR 109.33 5.6 8.1 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 12/10 SEK 1145.02 5.6 8.1 NS
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 12/10 SEK 21.36 2.4 3.2 4.1
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 12/10 SEK 11.68 2.4 3.2 4.1

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 12/10 USD 2.63 71.0 72.4 -12.2
Eastern Europe Fd OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 2.46 46.5 46.8 -19.4

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 12/10 SEK 31.01 84.8 76.4 -4.6
Eastern Europe SmCap Fd OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 2.46 91.3 82.2 -19.4
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 12/10 EUR 999.02 31.0 27.0 -23.8
Listed Private Equity -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 123.02 NS NS NS
Listed Private Equity -IC- OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 72.65 75.9 50.6 NS
Listed Private Equity -ID- OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 70.43 70.7 46.1 NS
Nordic Small Cap -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 130.13 NS NS NS
Nordic Small Cap -IC- OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 130.52 NS NS NS

n SEB Sicav 3
Asset Sele Defensive Acc -A- OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 78.77 -1.6 -0.7 -14.2
Asset Sele Defensive Acc EUR -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 100.42 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc SEK -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 100.38 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc USD -C- OT OT LUX 12/10 USD 101.58 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Inc -D- OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 71.97 -1.7 -0.7 -15.5
Asset Sele Opp C H NOK OT OT LUX 12/10 NOK 104.72 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp C H SEK OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 103.41 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp IC EUR OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 104.40 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H GBP OT OT LUX 12/10 GBP 104.48 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H SEK OT OT LUX 12/10 SEK 104.19 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original C EUR OT OT LUX 12/10 EUR 102.58 NS NS NS

Asset Sele Original D GBP OT OT LUX 12/10 GBP 103.10 NS NS NS
Asset Sele Original ID GBP OT OT LUX 12/10 GBP 102.69 NS NS NS

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
MENA Real Estate Fund OT OT BMU 12/03 USD 971.15 3.3 -2.9 -26.5
MENA Special Sits Fund OT OT BMU 11/30 USD 1070.31 10.2 10.3 NS
UAE Blue Chip Fund OT OT ARE 12/03 AED 5.13 33.8 12.4 -24.1

n WWW.SGAM.COM
SGAM FUND
Bonds ConvEurope A OT OT LUX 12/09 EUR 29.48 4.0 3.0 0.3
Bonds Eur Corp A OT OT LUX 12/08 EUR 23.17 11.7 14.1 2.7
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A OT OT LUX 12/08 EUR 20.35 53.1 55.5 -1.9
Bonds EURO A OT OT LUX 12/09 EUR 41.31 4.6 6.2 5.6
Bonds Europe A OT OT LUX 12/09 EUR 39.18 3.4 4.5 4.2
Bonds US MtgBkSec A OT OT LUX 04/29 USD 24.41 -4.7 11.9 0.0
Bonds US OppsCoreplus A OT OT LUX 12/08 USD 37.22 18.0 21.0 8.8
Bonds World A OT OT LUX 12/08 USD 43.53 9.3 14.9 8.2
Eq. China A OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 24.31 62.7 65.5 -17.0
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA OT OT LUX 12/08 EUR 25.86 25.5 21.9 -19.9
Eq. Eastern Europe A OT OT LUX 12/09 EUR 21.32 61.4 45.5 -30.6
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT OT LUX 12/08 USD 17.39 22.0 27.5 -15.3
Eq. Euroland A OT OT LUX 12/08 EUR 10.39 13.3 13.7 -22.6
Eq. Euroland MidCapA OT OT LUX 04/30 EUR 14.61 1.4 -45.7 -33.8
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT OT LUX 12/09 EUR 17.05 24.2 26.3 -17.8
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT OT LUX 12/08 EUR 11.15 32.3 25.8 -23.1
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A OT OT LUX 12/08 USD 9.56 59.9 69.8 -17.1
Eq. Global A OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 27.24 29.5 36.5 -16.4
Eq. Global Technol A OT OT LUX 04/24 USD 4.46 22.1 -29.7 -21.6
Eq. Gold Mines A OT OT LUX 12/08 USD 30.73 46.9 88.6 1.7
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A OT OT LUX 12/09 JPY 1072.88 18.5 18.0 -23.4
Eq. Japan Target A OT OT LUX 12/10 JPY 1595.72 2.5 7.9 -13.3
Eq. Pacific A OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 10.18 59.4 67.3 -15.8
Eq. US ConcenCore A OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 21.82 34.4 37.3 -10.2
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 14.93 38.5 39.3 -14.5
Eq. US Mid Cap A OT OT LUX 12/08 USD 28.61 42.7 48.4 -15.3
Eq. US Multi Strg A OT OT LUX 12/08 USD 20.64 29.2 29.2 -16.3
Eq. US Rel Val A OT OT LUX 12/08 USD 19.99 28.7 28.7 -17.9
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 15.28 18.1 24.0 -22.6
Eq. US Value Opp A OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 15.52 19.8 24.5 -23.2
Money Market EURO A OT OT LUX 12/08 EUR 27.39 1.0 1.2 2.8
Money Market USD A OT OT LUX 12/08 USD 15.83 0.5 0.7 1.8

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com

n YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 8952.00 4.0 4.8 -28.1
YMR-N Small Cap Fund OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 6769.00 5.5 9.4 -28.0

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 12/10 JPY 5863.00 -0.7 1.9 -30.2
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 12/10 JPY 5408.00 -8.6 -7.8 -35.0

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 12/10 JPY 6501.00 4.2 6.2 -26.7
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 12/10 JPY 7239.00 -11.6 -8.2 -27.8

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 12/10 JPY 4424.00 -2.7 -0.8 -30.3
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 12/10 JPY 5063.00 -4.1 -3.1 -23.9
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 12/10 JPY 4930.00 4.8 8.2 -26.5

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 4178.00 -1.7 -0.3 -34.1
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 4408.00 -1.9 -1.2 -34.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 6595.00 8.1 9.8 -28.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 8175.00 1.9 4.7 -28.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 6097.00 -2.5 -0.9 -30.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 7304.00 -8.2 -6.5 -26.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 4921.00 -1.3 0.0 -29.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 10907.00 -3.8 -0.3 -25.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 7599.00 -0.5 0.9 -33.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 6869.00 12.0 14.4 -28.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 5410.00 4.2 6.7 -25.1
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo OT OT IRL 12/10 JPY 2613.00 9.5 10.6 -34.5

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 12/10 JPY 5151.00 1.0 3.9 -29.0

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement
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12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month periods
pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Convertible Bond Fund I, Ltd. (Class A) OT OT VGB 10/30 USD 1642.69 69.6 71.6 NS

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 10/30 EUR 101.06 2.7 -3.4 -12.1
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 10/30 EUR 992.90 -0.3 -4.1 -15.6

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 09/04 USD 730.68 62.0 -43.7 -29.8

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 10/30 EUR 164.88 -23.2 -21.7 -7.7
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 10/30 USD 165.75 -24.5 -22.7 -9.1
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 10/30 EUR 183.41 -12.3 -10.2 0.8
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 10/30 USD 189.83 -12.7 -10.5 0.3
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 10/30 USD 377.48 -23.4 -18.6 -2.2
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 10/30 USD 377.48 -23.4 -18.6 -2.2

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 11/20 GBP 1.07 14.0 NS NS
Global Absolute EUR OT OT NA 11/20 EUR 1.55 12.2 NS NS
Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 11/20 USD 1.98 12.6 NS NS

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 11/20 EUR 90.83 19.0 NS -10.2
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 11/20 EUR 85.78 19.5 NS -9.7
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 11/20 USD 97.52 20.8 NS -7.8
Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 11/20 USD 95.58 20.1 NS -8.5

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 123.47 1.9 -14.8 -2.1
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 11/20 CHF 110.27 10.5 NS NS
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 111.63 1.6 -17.0 -4.5
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 11/20 GBP 131.40 11.5 NS NS
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 11/20 USD 111.18 12.7 NS -2.3

GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 11/20 EUR 127.15 12.5 NS -3.2
GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 11/20 GBP 131.82 12.1 NS -2.8
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 11/20 USD 149.32 13.1 NS -1.8
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 11/20 USD 272.49 11.8 NS NS
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 11/20 USD 137.90 11.3 NS NS
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 11/20 USD 119.55 22.6 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 11/20 CHF 93.53 11.3 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 11/20 EUR 101.71 12.5 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 11/20 GBP 109.64 13.1 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 11/20 EUR 108.63 13.5 NS -7.8
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 11/20 GBP 113.73 14.0 NS -7.6
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 11/20 USD 124.30 14.8 NS -6.4
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 11/20 USD 191.89 13.7 NS NS

n HSBC Uni-folio
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 11/20 EUR 98.67 11.3 NS -8.1
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 11/20 USD 181.51 12.0 NS NS
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 10/30 USD 164.76 17.4 1.7 -11.3
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 10/30 EUR 91.63 16.7 -2.1 -13.0
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 11/20 EUR 135.04 17.2 NS NS
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 11/20 USD 143.51 17.6 NS NS
Real AdvantEdge EUR OT OT NA 11/20 EUR 108.25 9.5 NS NS
Real AdvantEdge USD OT OT NA 11/20 USD 108.39 9.8 NS NS
Trading Adv JPY OT OT NA 11/20 JPY 9678.09 NS NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 11/20 USD 146.98 -3.1 NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 11/20 EUR 133.59 -2.9 NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 11/20 GBP 141.05 -3.1 NS NS

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200
Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com
Altipro OT OT FRA 11/30 EUR 195.59 NS NS NS
Integrated European Fd EUR OT OT CYM 09/30 EUR 155.81 4.6 3.2 1.9
Integrated Multi St N EUR OT OT VGB 09/30 EUR 98.00 NS NS NS
Integrated Multi St N GBP OT OT VGB 09/30 GBP 97.68 NS NS NS
Integrated Multi St N USD OT OT VGB 09/30 USD 98.20 NS NS NS

Integrated Strategic Fund-MS Z EUR OT OT VGB 09/30 EUR 100.86 NS NS NS

n INVENTUM ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
info@inventumcapital.com
Tel. +7 495 792 5595 www.inventumcapital.com
Inv Absolute Return Fund OT OT BMU 10/30 USD 136.28 34.6 NS NS

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 11/27 USD 347.37 80.8 84.5 -34.0

Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 11/27 USD 652.34 125.1 125.0 -38.7

Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 12/02 EUR 62.24 -28.5 -30.3 -24.7

Meriden Protective Div OT OT AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 -2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 09/30 USD 1318.27 NS 1.3 -4.4

n SEB ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT
SEB KEY Europe Equity Long Short
Key Europe Long/Short EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 91.53 7.8 6.8 NS

Key Europe Long/Short EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 90.78 7.3 6.2 NS

n SEB KEY Hedge
Key Hedge EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 101.69 12.1 12.1 NS

Key Hedge EUR-RC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 100.94 11.7 11.6 NS

n SEB KEY Market Independent II
Key Market Independent II EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 96.88 14.3 13.4 -1.6

Key Market Independent II SEK -I- OT OT LUX 11/30 SEK 94.05 14.5 13.5 -1.6

n SEB KEY Recovery
Key Recovery -IC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 88.97 11.8 8.1 NS

Key Recovery -RC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 88.25 11.2 7.5 NS

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 12/01 USD 53.48 -35.8 -32.6 8.8

Superfund GCT USD* OT OT LUX 12/08 USD 2335.00 -36.1 -36.1 -0.6

Superfund Green Gold A (SPC) OT OT CYM 12/08 USD 1049.12 -9.8 0.1 12.5

Superfund Green Gold B (SPC) OT OT CYM 12/01 USD 1268.02 -5.9 1.8 23.7

Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 12/01 EUR 7509.00 -14.3 -12.8 9.6

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR Cls H OT OT CYM 11/30 EUR 972.73 NS NS NS

Winton Evolution GBP Cls G OT OT CYM 11/30 GBP 976.73 NS NS NS

Winton Evolution USD Cls F OT OT CYM 11/30 USD 1232.74 -2.8 -1.2 3.7

Winton Futures EUR Cls C OT OT VGB 11/30 EUR 202.11 -1.8 -0.1 9.2

Winton Futures GBP Cls D OT OT VGB 11/30 GBP 218.35 -1.6 0.4 10.2

Winton Futures JPY Cls E OT OT VGB 11/30 JPY 14398.02 -2.4 -0.4 6.9

Winton Futures USD Cls B OT OT VGB 11/30 USD 716.94 -2.2 -0.2 8.9

INDICES
NAV ——————%RETURN ——————

FUND NAME GF DATE CR NAV 1-WK 1-MO 1-Q 1-YR 2-YR

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de

ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 11/25 USD 1405.12 3.2 3.2 2.6 -18.0 -7.1
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Supporters of India’s opposition Bharatiya Janata Party, in Hyderabad Thursday, celebrate a government decision top support the creation of a new state sought by separatists from territory in Andhra Pradesh.

By Vibhuti Agarwal

NEW DELHI—The Indian govern-
ment agreed to carve a separate state
out of the southern Indian province
of Andhra Pradesh, which includes
the information-technology capital
of Hyderabad, following days of vio-
lent protests.

The government’s unexpected de-
cision, which could spur social unrest
and separatist demands in other re-
gions, prompted 83 of Andhra
Pradesh’s 295 legislators to say they
would resign in protest.

Hyderabad has been hit by pro-
tests from supporters of K. Chan-
drashekar Rao, who heads the Telan-
gana Rashtra Samithi political party
dedicated to establishing a separate
state for the Telangana region of
Andhra Pradesh, which includes Hy-
derabad.

Mr. Rao ended a hunger strike to
force the national government to sup-

port statehood for Telangana, after
the government decision.

Late Wednesday, Home Minister
P. Chidambaram announced an “ap-
propriate resolution” for a Telangana
state would be put forth in the
Andhra Pradesh assembly soon.

“The aim is to bring an end to the
agitation,” Mr. Chidambaram said in
national Parliament Thursday. “The
process of Telangana would be initi-
ated soon,” he added, but he didn’t
give a time frame.

It was unclear whether the
Andhra Pradesh legislators’ resigna-
tions would be accepted. The speaker
of the local assembly said they
wouldn’t.

With the assembly in limbo, it was
uncertain how the effort to create a
new state would move forward. A key
battle will likely be whether the new
state includes Hyderabad, a prosper-
ing city of four million.

Supporters of the Telangana

party met Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh and Sonia Gandhi, leader of the
ruling Congress party, Thursday to
discuss details for forming a new
state. Mr. Chidambaram, the home
minister, invited Mr. Rao to New
Delhi for talks with the government.

The Congress party, which main-
tains its relatively strong governing
position despite some recent set-
backs, is viewed as sympathetic to
the Telangana cause. In 2004, the Te-
langana party formed an alliance
with the Congress party at the state
and national levels, but in 2006 Telan-
gana withdrew its support, saying
the government hadn’t fulfilled its
“electoral promise” to create a Telan-
gana state.

Mr. Rao’s son, K.T. Rama Rao, wel-
coming the government’s assurance
for a separate state, but said the “real
effort” was to introduce a bill in Par-
liament. He also said the party
wouldn’t accept a state without the in-

clusion of Hyderabad.
India is peppered with regions

seeking statehood. The federal gov-
ernment’s nod for Telangana state-
hood could raise similar demands
from supporters of the formation of a
Gorkhaland in West Bengal and Harit
Pradesh in Uttar Pradesh.

The turmoil in the Andhra
Pradesh assembly Thursday pre-
vented the introduction of a resolu-
tion for a separate Telangana state.
Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister K. Ro-
saiah said no bill would be put for-
ward without “consensus.”

If the state assembly approves a
statehood resolution, a bill for the for-
mation of a new state would then be
placed in the Parliament by the fed-
eral government. Parliament needs
to pass the bill by a two-thirds major-
ity and have the president’s approval
before the creation of the new state.

The Telangana region is spread
over 10 of the 23 districts that make

up Andhra Pradesh. Its separatist
movement dates to 1956, when the re-
gion was merged with the state of
Andhra Pradesh as part of a reorgani-
zation of states along linguistic lines
formulated by Prime Minister Jawa-
harlal Nehru after India gained inde-
pendence in 1947.

The Telangana Rashtra Samithi
party, formed in April 2001 to sup-
port the cause, argues that the region
has been neglected by the govern-
ment, with high poverty and unem-
ployment rates and lack of proper irri-
gation facilities.

Mr. Rao, head of the Telangana
party, apparently decided to push his
statehood cause after the death of
Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister Y.S.R.
Reddy in a helicopter crash in Septem-
ber.

The formation of a Telangana
state would bring the total tally of In-
dian states to 29. The newest states
were formed nine years ago.

India agrees to support a new state
Violent protests by Telangana separatists spurred the move, which now faces local and national political hurdles

By Andrew Batson

And Shai Oster

BEIJING—China is moving out of
deflation after nearly a year of fall-
ing consumer prices, a turnaround
driven in part by changes in govern-
ment policies that kept costs for oil,
water and electricity artificially low.

China’s consumer price index
likely climbed 0.5% from a year ear-
lier in November, according to the me-
dian forecast of economists polled by

Dow Jones Newswires, after declin-
ing every month since February. The
government is scheduled to an-
nounce its CPI reading early Friday.

The return of inflation—still
mild at this point—reflects both the
recovering economy and efforts to
raise state-set prices for key re-
sources to better reflect market sup-
ply and demand.

Prices are rising for a range of
goods, from food to property. The
change in resource prices is note-

worthy because the government
had kept prices insulated from mar-
ket forces even as it dismantled the
planned economy in other sectors.

The effects of controlled energy
and resource prices have been
broad. Some of China’s trading part-
ners complain that its low prices for
raw materials are, in effect, govern-
ment subsidies to Chinese compa-
nies. Many economists say they
think these prices send the wrong
signals to Chinese corporate man-

agers, encouraging them to overuse
scarce resources and invest too
much, risking overcapacity. At the
same time, resource companies un-
derinvested, leading to periodic elec-
tricity and fuel shortages.

“By keeping all these resources
underpriced, they encourage overca-
pacity, which is a drag on overall eco-
nomic performance,” said Yolanda
Fernandez Lommen, an economist
for the Asian Development Bank in
Beijing.

China exits deflation amid recovery

Reuters

WORLD NEWS
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

Data as shown is for information purposes only. No offer is being made by
Morningstar, Ltd. or this publication. Funds shown aren’t registered with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and aren’t available for sale to United
States citizens and/or residents except as noted. Prices are in local currencies.
All performance figures are calculated using the most recent prices available.
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n ALLIANCE BERNSTEIN
www.alliancebernstein.com/investments Tel. +800 2263 8637
Am Blend Portfolio A US EQ LUX 12/09 USD 10.16 23.8 25.7 -17.2
Am Blend Portfolio I US EQ LUX 12/09 USD 11.97 24.7 26.9 -16.5
Am Growth A US EQ LUX 12/09 USD 30.11 31.5 44.9 -8.9
Am Growth B US EQ LUX 12/09 USD 25.33 30.2 43.4 -9.9
Am Growth I US EQ LUX 12/09 USD 33.35 32.4 46.0 -8.2
Am Income A US BD LUX 12/09 USD 8.43 24.4 31.5 5.4
Am Income A2 US BD LUX 12/09 USD 18.98 24.7 31.6 5.4
Am Income B US BD LUX 12/09 USD 8.43 23.5 30.5 4.6
Am Income B2 US BD LUX 12/09 USD 16.36 23.8 30.7 4.6
Am Income I US BD LUX 12/09 USD 8.43 25.1 32.4 6.0
Am Value A US EQ LUX 12/09 USD 8.43 16.9 25.3 -15.9
Am Value B US EQ LUX 12/09 USD 7.76 15.6 24.0 -16.8

Am Value I US EQ LUX 12/09 USD 9.06 17.7 26.2 -15.3
Emg Mkts Debt A GL BD LUX 12/09 USD 15.54 43.3 52.7 7.4
Emg Mkts Debt A2 GL BD LUX 12/09 USD 20.00 43.7 52.8 7.4
Emg Mkts Debt B GL BD LUX 12/09 USD 15.54 42.1 51.3 6.3
Emg Mkts Debt B2 GL BD LUX 12/09 USD 19.27 42.3 51.3 6.3
Emg Mkts Debt I GL BD LUX 12/09 USD 15.54 44.0 53.5 7.9
Emg Mkts Growth A GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 33.56 67.5 76.6 -16.7
Emg Mkts Growth B GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 28.46 65.9 74.9 -17.5
Emg Mkts Growth I GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 37.18 68.7 78.1 -16.0
Eur Growth A EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 6.63 19.0 18.4 -20.9
Eur Growth B EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 5.97 18.0 17.3 -21.7
Eur Growth I EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 7.23 19.9 19.5 -20.3
Eur Income A EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 6.61 39.1 37.3 3.8
Eur Income A2 EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 12.84 39.4 37.3 3.8
Eur Income B EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 6.61 38.3 36.4 3.0
Eur Income B2 EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 11.95 38.5 36.4 3.1
Eur Income I EU BD LUX 12/09 EUR 6.61 39.7 37.9 4.3
Eur Strat Value A EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 8.16 17.2 14.1 -24.5
Eur Strat Value I EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 8.35 18.1 15.0 -23.8
Eur Value A EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 8.80 20.9 18.3 -21.5
Eur Value B EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 8.10 19.6 17.1 -22.3
Eur Value I EU EQ LUX 12/09 EUR 10.16 21.7 19.2 -20.9
Gl Balanced (Euro) A EU BA LUX 12/09 USD 16.61 18.9 20.1 -12.8
Gl Balanced (Euro) B EU BA LUX 12/09 USD 16.20 17.8 18.9 -13.6
Gl Balanced (Euro) C EU BA LUX 12/09 USD 16.50 18.7 19.8 -13.0
Gl Balanced (Euro) I EU BA LUX 12/09 USD 16.91 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced A US BA LUX 12/09 USD 16.37 23.2 27.1 -11.9
Gl Balanced B US BA LUX 12/09 USD 15.57 22.0 25.8 -12.7
Gl Balanced I US BA LUX 12/09 USD 16.97 24.0 28.0 -11.2
Gl Bond A US BD LUX 12/09 USD 9.34 13.5 16.6 5.1
Gl Bond A2 US BD LUX 12/09 USD 16.14 13.6 16.7 5.1
Gl Bond B US BD LUX 12/09 USD 9.34 12.5 15.5 4.0

Gl Bond B2 US BD LUX 12/09 USD 14.14 12.5 15.4 4.0
Gl Bond I US BD LUX 12/09 USD 9.34 14.0 17.3 5.7
Gl Conservative A US BA LUX 12/09 USD 14.85 15.2 18.2 -4.9
Gl Conservative A2 US BA LUX 12/09 USD 16.91 16.0 18.9 -4.5
Gl Conservative B US BA LUX 12/09 USD 14.85 14.5 17.3 -5.7
Gl Conservative B2 US BA LUX 12/09 USD 16.07 14.9 17.7 -5.5
Gl Conservative I US BA LUX 12/09 USD 14.91 16.0 19.1 -4.2
Gl Eq Blend A GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 11.47 28.3 32.9 -23.1
Gl Eq Blend B GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 10.77 27.2 31.5 -23.9
Gl Eq Blend I GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 12.10 29.4 34.0 -22.5
Gl Growth A GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 41.09 27.4 30.9 -23.9
Gl Growth B GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 34.32 26.2 29.6 -24.7
Gl Growth I GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 45.61 28.4 32.0 -23.3
Gl High Yield A US BD LUX 12/09 USD 4.26 57.0 64.6 3.1
Gl High Yield A2 US BD LUX 12/09 USD 9.07 57.5 64.6 3.1
Gl High Yield B US BD LUX 12/09 USD 4.26 55.1 62.4 1.8
Gl High Yield B2 US BD LUX 12/09 USD 14.59 56.0 62.8 2.0
Gl High Yield I US BD LUX 12/09 USD 4.26 58.0 65.8 3.8
Gl Thematic Res A OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 14.47 65.4 78.0 -7.7
Gl Thematic Res B OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 12.67 63.9 76.2 -8.6
Gl Thematic Res I OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 16.13 66.6 79.4 -7.0
Gl Value A GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 10.99 29.4 35.0 -22.3
Gl Value B GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 10.10 28.2 33.6 -23.1
Gl Value I GL EQ LUX 12/09 USD 11.68 30.4 36.1 -21.7
India Growth A OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 124.85 NS NS NS
India Growth AX OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 109.12 88.9 104.9 -10.1
India Growth B OT OT NA 12/09 USD 130.87 NS NS NS
India Growth BX OT OT LUX 12/09 USD 93.33 87.1 102.9 -11.0
India Growth I EA EQ LUX 12/09 USD 113.04 89.6 105.8 -9.8
Int'l Health Care A OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 134.63 14.7 21.9 -10.5
Int'l Health Care B OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 113.63 13.6 20.7 -11.4
Int'l Health Care I OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 147.02 15.5 22.9 -9.8

Int'l Technology A OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 106.00 44.9 46.8 -14.1
Int'l Technology B OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 91.90 43.5 45.3 -15.0
Int'l Technology I OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 118.80 46.0 48.0 -13.4
Japan Blend A JP EQ LUX 12/09 JPY 5791.00 7.9 18.4 -26.4
Japan Growth A JP EQ LUX 12/09 JPY 5692.00 2.3 11.2 -26.6
Japan Growth I JP EQ LUX 12/09 JPY 5854.00 3.1 12.1 -26.0
Japan Strat Value A JP EQ LUX 12/09 JPY 5850.00 13.4 25.5 -26.6
Japan Strat Value I JP EQ LUX 12/09 JPY 6003.00 14.3 26.5 -26.0
Real Estate Sec. A OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 14.02 31.4 46.2 -19.0
Real Estate Sec. B OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 12.83 30.3 44.8 -19.8
Real Estate Sec. I OT EQ LUX 12/09 USD 15.06 32.3 47.4 -18.3
Short Mat Dollar A US BD LUX 12/09 USD 7.21 10.5 11.6 -6.4
Short Mat Dollar A2 US BD LUX 12/09 USD 9.69 10.6 11.5 -6.5
Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 12/09 USD 7.21 10.0 11.1 -6.8
Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 12/09 USD 9.64 10.0 10.9 -6.9
Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 12/09 USD 7.21 11.0 12.2 -5.9

n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.
Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 12/09 GBP 7.95 19.3 21.2 -9.2
Andfs. Borsa Global GL EQ AND 12/09 EUR 6.23 7.5 7.1 -19.9
Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 12/09 USD 17.06 70.6 77.6 -12.1
Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 12/09 EUR 13.40 23.8 26.0 -14.5
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 12/09 USD 14.62 19.9 19.0 -14.6
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 12/09 EUR 7.45 14.9 14.1 -18.5
Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 12/09 EUR 9.29 12.2 10.6 -19.4

FUND SCORECARD
HF U.S. Equity

These funds primarily take long/short positions in US equities. At least 60% of their assets are in UCDA

(US/Canada/Developed America) equities. Ranked on % total return (dividends reinvested) in U.S. dollars

for one year ending December 10, 2009

Leading 10 Performers

FUND FUND LEGAL % Return in $US **
RATING * NAME FUND MGM'T CO. CURR. BASE YTD 1-YR 2-YR 5-YR

2 Snow Capital Snow Capital USDUnited States 48.80 62.84 -4.04 3.17

Investment Partners L.P. Management, LP

4 Peconic Peconic Partners USDBermuda 3.28 59.81 31.85 24.77

Partners International Fund Ltd LLC.

2 Keen Vision Keane Capital USDUnited States 47.86 56.28 -3.87 2.44

Fund L.P. Mangement Inc

3 Keen Keane Capital USDUnited States 48.90 54.22 -0.88 5.44

MicroCap Value Fund L.P. Mangement Inc

4 Clough Clough Capital USDUnited States 38.68 52.85 17.19 14.27

Investment Partners II LP Partners, LP

3 Clough Clough Capital USDCayman Isl 39.36 52.61 15.04 11.76

Offshore Fund Ltd Partners, LP

4 Peconic Peconic Partners USDUnited States 3.80 52.32 26.90 19.85

Triumph Fund LP LLC.

4 Clough Clough Capital USDUnited States 38.86 52.00 16.12 12.49

Investment Partners I LP Partners, LP

NS Rail-Splitter Rail-splitter USDUnited States 45.02 50.32 -0.53 NS

Fund LP II Capital Management, LLC

1 Coffee Can Abingdon Capital USDUnited States 43.60 50.05 -28.21 -8.18

Fund Management

NOTE: Changes in currency rates will affect performance and rankings. Source: Morningstar, Ltd
KEY: ** 2YR and 5YR performance is annualized 1 Oliver’s Yard, 55-71 City Road
NA-not available due to incomplete data; London EC1Y 1HQ United Kingdom
NS-fund not in existence for entire period www.morningstar.co.uk; Email: mediaservice@morningstar.com

Phone: +44 (0)203 107 0038; Fax: +44 (0)203 107 0001

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

MARKETS

Stocks, gold rise; oil falls on supply fears
Gains in Europe end a three-day losing streak; key indexes soar in Greece and Dubai

European stocks ended their
three-day selloff, as investors felt
more comfortable investing in spec-
ulative assets. Even stocks in highly
watched Greece and Dubai soared,
ending the carnage seen over the
past week or so.

The pan-European Stoxx 600 in-
dex closed 1% higher at 243.89
Thursday. The U.K.’s FTSE 100 Index
climbed 0.8% to 5244.37, France’s
CAC-40 Index advanced 1.1% to
3798.38 and Germany’s DAX rose
1.1% to 5709.02. Greece’s ASE Com-
posite Index rallied 5.2% to 2214.00,
and Dubai’s DFM Index soared 7% to
1640.76, its biggest one-day gain
since February.

Late afternoon in New York, the
euro was at $1.4725, from $1.4730
late Wednesday and sterling traded
at $1.6275 from $1.6270. The dollar
hardly moved against the Swiss
currency, trading at 1.0261 francs
from 1.0263 francs, but moved to

88.23 yen from 87.86 yen.
Gold for December delivery on

the Comex division of the New York
Mercantile Exchange settled at
$1,125.70, up $5.30, or 0.5%, per troy
ounce.

Crude-oil prices fell for a sev-
enth straight session, the longest
losing streak since December 2008.
Worries about excess supply pushed
the January contract to settle down
0.2%, or 13 cents, at $70.54 a barrel
on the New York Mercantile Ex-
change.

Banking shares were some of the
strongest performers in Europe on
Thursday, with Crédit Agricole up
3.2% in Paris and UBS up 2.2% in
Zurich. Positive news from U.S.
banking giant Citigroup helped
drive the sector higher. Hard-hit
Greek lenders also recovered, with
Alpha Bank rising 7.8% and Na-
tional Bank of Greece adding 7.1%.

Insurance-sector investors also
appeared to be shaking off worries
about heavy exposure to those re-

gions, with Allianz up 1.8% in
Frankfurt.

Investors bought up shares of
Spanish retail giant Inditex on
Thursday, sending the stock 4.1%

higher. The company reported a 1%
drop in nine-month profit that
nonetheless exceeded expectations.

Danish wind-turbine maker Ves-
tas Wind Systems fell 4.2% in
Copenhagen after Danske Bank
downgraded the stock to hold from
buy. The broker cut its 2010 earn-
ings-per-share estimates for the
firm by 9%, giving a delay in order
intake as the reason for the move.

In a sign that competition could
be increasing in the sector, General
Electric on Thursday said it won a
$1.4 billion contract to build giant
wind turbines for Oregon`s Shep-
herds Flat generating station, ex-
pected to tip the scales as the larg-
est in the U.S.

Petropavlovsk, a U.K.-listed Rus-
sian gold miner, dropped 4% after
narrowly missing out on entering
the FTSE 100 index.

In the U.S., stocks traded higher,
after a decline in continuing unem-
ployment claims spurred expecta-
tions of higher consumer spending

and a rally in consumer stocks. The
Dow Jones Industrial Average closed
up 68.78 points, or 0.7%, at
10405.83. The technology-heavy
Nasdaq Composite Index was up
0.3% at 2190.86, while the Standard
& Poor’s 500-stock index was up
0.6% at 1102.35.

AOL Inc. opened at $23.39 on the
New York Stock Exchange as the In-
ternet company officially separated
from media giant Time Warner. By
late afternoon, AOL was at $23.52,
while Time Warner was up 4.2%.

Treasury prices tumbled Thurs-
day after a poorly bid auction for
30-year bonds, which could revive
worries over funding the federal
budget deficit.

The two-year note closed down
1/32 point at 99 31/32 to yield
0.766%, and the 10-year ended 14/32
lower at 99 4/32 to yield 3.480%.
The 30-year bond was down 1 11/32
at 98 2/32 to yield 4.493%.
—Sarah Turner contributed to this

article.

BY KIMBERLY VLACH
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Thursday: $70.54 a barrel,
down 13 cents

Source: Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group
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GE wins big U.S. wind-farm contract

General Electric Co. won a $1.4
billion contract to supply giant tur-
bines for Oregon’s Shepherds Flat
wind farm, set to be among the
world’s largest once it is up and
running.

GE will supply and maintain for
10 years 338 turbines to be installed
in 2011 and 2012 for the wind farm,
which is owned by closely held Cai-
thness Energy LLC. The deal, carry-
ing a total price tag of about $2 bil-
lion, may ease some of GE’s worries
about the wind-turbine market,
whose growth could slow unless the
federal government requires that
more electricity come from renew-
able sources.

Vic Abate, GE’s vice president in
charge of its wind-turbine business,
had previously said orders for 2012
and beyond had been “extremely
light.”

Spanning 30 square miles in
north-central Oregon, near the town
of Arlington, the Shepherds Flat
project will operate under three 20-
year power-purchase agreements

between Caithness Energy and
Southern California Edison, a unit of
Edison International. GE also will
own an undisclosed stake in the
wind farm.

Shepherds Flat will generate
enough electricity for more than
230,000 households with its 845
megawatts of capacity.

The largest wind farm in the U.S.
is the Roscoe Wind Complex project
in Texas, built by a unit of Ger-
many’s E.ON AG, with a generating
capacity of 782 megawatts, accord-
ing to rankings from the American
Wind Energy Association. FPL
Group Inc.’s 736-megawatt Horse
Hollow wind farm in Texas ranks
next.

To put these generation figures
in perspective, a typical nuclear-
power plant generates about 1,000
megawatts on a continuous basis,
compared with the more intermit-
tent nature of wind generation.

Shepherds Flat will be the first
North American wind farm to use
GE’s 2.5xl wind turbines, which are
already installed in Europe and Asia.
The company said the 2.5-megawatt
version “provides customers with
greater efficiency, reliability and

grid connection capabilities.”
GE said the deal marks its larg-

est single order to date for these
turbines, which sit on towers up to
100 meters high. In the third quar-
ter, GE’s industrial businesses,
which include its energy arm,
showed signs of shaking off the re-
cession’s grip, posting a combined
4% rise in profit.

The wind farm will represent
more than 10% of Southern Califor-
nia Edison’s overall renewable en-
ergy portfolio, and will help the
company meet its requirements laid
down by California’s renewable-
portfolio standard.

“We are enthusiastic about the
size and quality of this project,”
said Marc Ulrich, Southern Califor-
nia Edison vice president in charge
of renewable and alternative power.

Steve Bolze, president and chief
executive of GE Power & Water, said
some 4,000 GE employees now work
in some capacity on its wind busi-
ness, which now totals about $6 bil-
lion.

The conglomerate’s biggest U.S.
facilities for building turbines and
components are in Pensacola, Fla.,
and Greenville, S.C.

BY JOAN E. SOLSMAN
AND STEVE GELSI
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